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Royal Hawaiian Featherwork
Nā Hulu Ali‘i
edited by leah pualaha‘ole caldeira, christina
hellmich, adrienne kaeppler, betty lou kam,
and roger rose

August 2015
280 pages, 10 x 12 in, 225 color and 20 b&w
illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824855888 $75.00s
Paper ISBN 9780824855871 $49.95s
Published in association with Fine Arts Museums
of San Francisco

leah pual aha‘ol e cal deira

is collections

Painstakingly constructed by hand of plant fiber and precious
feathers from endemic birds of Hawai‘i, feather cloaks and
capes provided spiritual protection to Hawaiian chiefs for centuries while proclaiming their royal status. Few of the artworks
known as nā hulu ali‘i, or royal feathers, survive today except
in museums and private collections. Through photographs and
scholarly essays, Royal Hawaiian Featherwork highlights approximately seventy-five rare examples of the finest featherwork
extant: capes and cloaks (‘ahu‘ula), royal staffs (kāhili), feather lei
(lei hulu manu), helmets (mahiole), feathered god images (akua
hulu manu), and related paintings and works on paper. With
their brilliant coloring and abstract compositions of crescents,
triangles, circles, quadrilaterals, and lines, the artworks are both
beautiful and rich in cultural significance.
This lavishly illustrated volume also serves as the catalogue
to accompany the first exhibition of Hawaiian featherwork to
be staged on the U.S. continent, scheduled for a six-month run
starting in August 2015 at the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco. The book and exhibition provide an overdue opportunity
for the public to discover the central role these artworks played in
the culture and history of the Hawaiian Islands, to explore their
unparalleled technical craftsmanship, and to discover an aesthetic
tradition unique to the Hawaiian archipelago.

manager of the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum
Archives.
christina hel l mich

is curator in charge of the

arts of Africa, Oceania, and the Americas at the
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco.
adrienne kaeppl er

is curator of Oceanic ethnol-

ogy at the National Museum of Natural History at
the Smithsonian.
betty l ou kam ,

‘Ahu ‘Ula worn in battle
by chiefs Kīwala‘ō and
Kekuaokalani

retired after thirty-four years at

ca. 1779 Kı̄wala‘ō; 1782 Kamehameha I,
prize during the battle of Moku‘ōhai,
1782; 1893 Provisional Government of
Hawai‘i; 1893 Bernice Pauahi Bishop
Museum, received from the Provisional
Government

Chiefs wore feather ‘ahu ‘ula and mahiole
during combat, and these garments

publication History

were often taken as battle prizes by

the Bishop Museum, serves as researcher and

Brigham 1899, p. 54, fig. 48,
plates X, XI
Kaeppler 1985a, pp. 116–118
Kaeppler 2010a, pp. 38, 111 (CL13)
Rose 1980, pp. 122, 192, item 169

the victors. Kalani‘ōpu‘u, the chief of
Hawai‘i, died in spring 1782, and his son
Kı̄wala‘ō became his successor. His cousin
Kamehameha I, however, challenged

consultant on projects relating to Hawaiian culture

exHibition History

Kı̄wala‘ō’s rule, and after Kı̄wala‘ō was
killed at the battle of Moku‘ōhai in
summer 1782, Kamehameha I acquired

and history.

his cloak. A second storied ‘ahu ‘ula was
worn by Chief Kekuaokalani, a nephew of
Kamehameha I, who fought against the
rule of Kamehameha II and was killed in

roger rose

provenance

battle in 1819.

is an anthropologist who has worked

as a curator and consultant with the Bishop Museum’s ethnological collections for more than four

140

‘Ahu ‘ula (cloak), 18th century
Yellow mamo (Drepanis pacifica)
feathers, red ‘i‘iwi (Vestiaria coccinea)
feathers, yellow ‘ō‘ō (Moho nobilis)
feathers, and olonā (Touchardia
latifolia) fiber
60 x 144 1⁄8 in. (152.4 x 366 cm)
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum,
Provisional Government
Collection, 06829/1893.003

141

decades.

1

1

Hawai‘i: The Royal Isles, Art Institute
of Chicago (Sept. 6–Oct. 19, 1980);
Denver Art Museum (Dec. 3, 1980–
Jan. 18, 1981); Natural History Museum
of Los Angeles County (Feb. 20–Apr.
26, 1981); Seattle Art Museum (June
3–July 26, 1981); Fine Arts Museums
of San Francisco, M. H. de Young
Memorial Museum (Sept. 26–Dec. 6,
1981); Cooper-Hewitt Museum, New
York (Mar. 9–May 9, 1982); Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston (June 3–Aug. 8,
1982); Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum,
Honolulu (Dec. 19, 1982–Mar. 1, 1983)
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Astronomy’s Limitless Journey
A Guide to Understanding the Universe
günther hasinger

October 2015
272 pages, 6.125 x 9.25 in, 32 color and 23 b&w
illustrations
Paper ISBN 9780824853624 $19.99
A Latitude 20 Book

günther hasinger

is director of the Institute for

Astronomy at the University of Hawai‘i. His 2007
book, Das Schicksal des Universums (Fate of the
Universe), won the Science Book of the Year award
in Germany.

When observing the sky on a very clear, dark night, the soft glow
of the Milky Way with its thousands of stars can be seen with the
naked eye. Over the centuries since Galileo Galilei first pointed
a telescope at the galaxy in 1609, this awe-inspiring yet easily
visible panorama was our cosmos, our celestial world. With each
new scientific discovery, however, this cosmos has grown dramatically, increasing rapidly over the last several decades. As we look
deeper into space, the earlier phases of the cosmos are unveiled to
us, but we know that even with the largest telescopes, we will see
only a tiny fraction of the vast expanse of the Universe.
In Astronomy’s Limitless Journey, astrophysicist Günther
Hasinger takes the reader on a journey to the far reaches of the
Universe—an exciting time travel that begins with the incredibly
hot fireball of the Big Bang roughly 13.8 billion years ago and
ends in distant aeons with its cold, dark demise. In between lie
the times in which extensive structures, galaxies, stars, and planets form. As the field of astrophysics and cosmology experiences a
“golden age” due to larger telescopes, faster computers, and more
sophisticated algorithms, fundamental changes are taking place
in our understanding of space and time and of the origin and
future of our Universe. Hasinger thoroughly explains these fascinating revelations and describes the methods utilized in modern
astrophysics. He cautions, however, that the boundaries between
knowledge and ignorance shift constantly; where our knowledge
is so incomplete such that we can only speculate, the journey
becomes shaky. Indeed, every new discovery opens a further door
to the unknown and with every answered question, we discover
more locked doors still to be opened.
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astronomy / astrophysics / cosmology

A Sky Wonderful
with Stars
50 Years of Modern Astronomy
on Maunakea
michael j. west
“Michael West brings his considerable experience working at
major international observatories and his own perspective as a
former university professor on the Big Island to this beautifully
illustrated, yet sensitively written, portrait of Maunakea—a
unique and revered location for studying our wondrous universe. He charts the growth of astronomy in Hawai‘i from the
time of ancients to the modern era and captures the wide
variety of remarkable discoveries made with its telescopes.
July 2015

A magnificent accomplishment.” —Richard Ellis, California

224 pages, 11 x 10.5 in, 177 color illustrations

Institute of Technology

Cloth ISBN 9780824852689 $39.99

A Sky Wonderful with Stars: 50 Years of Modern Astronomy
on Maunakea tells the fascinating story of how a remote
mountaintop in the middle of the Pacific Ocean became
home to the most powerful collection of telescopes in the
world. It is a tale of triumphs, failures, and the indomitable
human spirit of exploration. Over 160 superb photographs
accompanied by astronomer Michael J. West’s engaging
commentary bring the past and present to life and showcase the many remarkable discoveries made by the observatories atop Maunakea.
Breathtaking photo-essays throughout the book reveal
· Maunakea’s spectacular landscape and the unique
geographical conditions that make it the world’s
premier site for astronomical exploration;
· the construction and development of the Maunakea
observatories;
· highlights of scientific discoveries made with each of
the thirteen telescopes;
· the people and places that make
up Maunakea's diverse astronomical
community; and
· a look toward the future of astronomy on Maunakea, including the
planned Thirty Meter Telescope.
This visually stunning book shares
with a larger audience the wondrous
views of the heavens that the observatories provide. It will appeal not only
to those with an interest in astronomy,
but to anyone who marvels at the
grand splendor of our universe.

A Latitude 20 Book

michael j. west

is deputy director for science at

Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona. A frequent
user of the telescopes on Maunakea, he is also the
author of A Gentle Rain of Starlight: The Story of
Astronomy on Mauna Kea (2005).
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Isles of Amnesia
The History, Geography, and Restoration
of A
 merica’s Forgotten Pacific Islands
mark j. rauzon

December 2015
234 pages, 6.125 x 9.25 in, 70+ illustrations
Paper ISBN 9780824846794 $24.99
A Latitude 20 Book

mar k j. rauzon

is professor of geography at

Laney College in Oakland, California. He is also
a seabird biologist specializing in the effects and
eradication of invasive animals and plants on tropical islands.

For over a quarter century, Mark Rauzon has worked in the
developing field of island restoration—a branch of science that
strives to control or completely remove pests and weeds from
environments in which they don’t belong. His job has taken him
to numerous atolls in the American Insular Pacific to eradicate
the pests that have been introduced, either on purpose or
accidentally, by humans. These U.S. possessions and territories
are the nearest neighbors to the state of Hawai‘i and include
various islands and atolls: Kiritimati, Jarvis, Howland, Baker, the
Northern Marianas, Palmyra, Wake, Johnston, and Rose Atoll
in American Samoa. Recently, the islands have anchored a vast
National Marine Monument program created to protect the largest area in the world safe from human exploitation.
The remoteness of the islands has served the needs of whalers
and guano miners and later that of military secret projects, missile launching, chemical weapon incinerations, and air bases. Isles
of Amnesia chronicles the ecological history of these islands and
recent efforts to restore nature’s balance. In order to save threatened species, invasive species have to be culled, removed, and
killed. How are decisions justified to take life in order to save life?
Sometimes when an invasive species is removed, it may have been
a cornerstone species, meaning that although it is not indigenous
it has come to play a vital role in the island equilibrium. A failed
eradication effort only compounds a problem. How do we predict
what will happen? This book searches for the answers to these
questions.
Rauzon examines the studies and eradication efforts—his
own among them—that have been launched in order to restore
the atoll ecosystems to their original, balanced states. Isles of
Amnesia links the history of the vast American Pacific together
with modern conservation practices, explores the creation of the
National Marine Monuments and what their protection means to
a changing ocean, and presents original research about the Smithsonian’s Pacific projects and germ warfare testing. Illustrated with
over seventy photographs and drawings, this much-needed work
tells the unknown ecological story of America’s forgotten Pacific
islands.

4
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Sunny Skies, Shady Characters
Cops, Killers, and Corruption in the Aloha State
james dooley
“Sunny Skies, Shady Characters by James Dooley—Hawaii’s bravest
investigative reporter—recounts the secret history of Hawaii that all of
us have been waiting for: a book of shocking revelations, featuring a
cast of thieves, heavies, enforcers, and yakuza thugs and sneaks who
have so intimidated the islands that the truth of their villainy has been
suppressed—until now. At last, we know where the bodies are buried,
and who buried them.” —Paul Theroux
“For those who lived through those times, the book is an opportunity to
recall the scandals and scoundrels that infested Hawai‘i, and for those
too young to remember, it is a reminder of why a vigilant press is an
essential ingredient to an informed public.” —Gerald Kato, University of
art not final

August 2015
248 pages, 6 x 9 in, 20 b&w illustrations
Paper ISBN 9780824851644 $18.99
A Latitude 20 Book

Raised in San Francisco and the Bay Area, james
dool ey

worked as a United Press International

reporter in Honolulu in 1973 and a year later joined
the staff of the Honolulu Advertiser, where he was
an investigative reporter for nearly two decades.
After five years at H
 onolulu’s KITV News, Dooley
returned to the Advertiser in 2002 and moved to
online reporting at Hawaii Reporter in 2010. He
retired in 2012.

Hawai‘i at Mānoa

For thirty years starting in the mid-1970s, the byline of Jim
Dooley appeared on riveting investigative stories of organized
crime and political corruption that headlined the front page
of Honolulu’s morning daily. In Sunny Skies, Shady Characters,
James Dooley revisits highlights of his career as a hard-hitting
investigative reporter—his lively backstories on how he chased
these high-profile scandals make fascinating reading, while providing an insider’s look at the business of journalism and the craft
of investigative reporting.
Dooley’s first assignment as an investigative journalist
involved the city housing project of Kukui Plaza, which introduced him to the “pay to play” method of awarding government
contracts to obliging consultants. In later stories, he scrutinized
bloody struggles over illicit gambling revenue, the murder of a
city prosecutor’s son, local syndicate ties to the Teamsters Union,
and the dealings of Bishop Estate. His groundbreaking coverage
of the forays by yakuza into Hawai‘i and the continental United
States were the first of its kind in American journalism.
As Dooley pursued stories from the underside of island
society, names of respected public figures and those of violent
criminals filled his notebook: entertainer Don Ho, U.S. Senator
Daniel Inouye, Governors George Ariyoshi and Ben Cayetano,
Mayor Frank Fasi, and notorious felons Henry Huihui, Nappy
Pulawa, and Ronnie Ching. Woven throughout is the name of Big
Island rancher Larry Mehau—was he the “godfather of organized
crime” in Hawai‘i as alleged by the FBI, or simply an ex-cop who
befriended power brokers in the course of doing business for his
security guard firm? The book includes a timeline of Mehau’s
activities to allow readers to judge for themselves.

5
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Abundance and Resilience
Farming and Foraging in Ancient Kaua‘i
edited by julie s. field and michael w. graves

September 2015
328 pages, 6 x 9 in, 53 b&w illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824839895 $65.00s

julie s. fie l d

is associate professor of

anthropology at The Ohio State University.
michae l w. graves

is professor of anthropology

at the University of New Mexico and professor
emeritus of anthropology at the University of
Hawai‘i at Mānoa.

At the base of a steep cliff towering some 500 feet above the
coast of the remote Nā Pali district on the island of Kaua‘i, lies
the spectacular historical and archaeological site at Nu‘alolo Kai.
First excavated by Bishop Museum archaeologists between 1958
and 1964, the site contained the well-preserved remains of one
of the largest and most diverse arrays of traditional and historic
artifacts ever found in Hawai‘i. The house sites that constitute the
focus of Abundance and Resilience were built over five centuries
of occupation and contained deeply buried, stratified deposits
extending more than nine feet beneath the surface. The essays in
this volume detail the work of archaeologists associated with the
University of Hawai‘i who have been compiling and studying the
animal remains recovered from the excavations. The contributors
discuss the range of foods eaten by Hawaiians, the ways in which
particular species were captured and harvested, and how these
practices might have evolved through changes in the climate and
natural environment. Adding to this are analyses of a sophisticated material culture—how ancient Hawaiians fashioned animal
remains into artifacts such as ornaments made of shell, pointed
bird bone “pickers,” sea urchin and coral files and abraders, turtle
shell combs, and bone handles for kāhili (feathered standards)
used by Hawaiian royalty.
For researchers, Nu‘alolo Kai opened up the world of everyday life of indigenous Hawaiians between AD 1400 and
1900. More importantly, we learn how their procurement and
utilization of animals—wild marine organisms and birds, as
well as domesticated dogs and pigs—affected local resources.
Demonstrating that an increased preference for introduced animals, such as dogs and pigs, effectively limited negative impacts
on wild animal resources, the essays in Abundance and Resilience
collectively argue that the Hawaiian community of Nu‘alolo Kai
practiced a sustainable form of animal resource procurement and
management for five c enturies.

6
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Unearthing the Polynesian Past
Explorations and Adventures of an Island
Archaeologist
patrick vinton kirch

November 2015
432 pages, 6 x 9 in, 70 b&w illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824853457 $45.00s

patrick vinton kirch

is Chancellor’s Professor

Emeritus, University of California, Berkeley.

Perhaps no scholar has done more to reveal the ancient history
of Polynesia than noted archaeologist Patrick Vinton Kirch. For
close to fifty years he explored the Pacific, as his work took him
to more than two dozen islands spread across the ocean, from
Mussau to Hawai‘i to Easter Island. In this lively memoir, rich
with personal—and often amusing—anecdotes, Kirch relates his
many adventures while doing fieldwork on remote islands.
At the age of thirteen, Kirch was accepted as a summer
intern by the eccentric Bishop Museum zoologist Yoshio Kondo
and was soon participating in archaeological digs on the islands
of Hawai‘i and Maui. He continued to apprentice with Kondo
during his high school years at Punahou, and after obtaining his
anthropology degree from the University of Pennsylvania, Kirch
joined a Bishop Museum expedition to Anuta Island, where a
traditional Polynesian culture still flourished. His appetite whetted by these adventures, Kirch went on to obtain his doctorate at
Yale University with a study of the traditional irrigation-based
chiefdoms of Futuna Island.
Further expeditions have taken him to isolated Tikopia,
where his excavations exposed stratified sites extending back
three thousand years; to Niuatoputapu, a former outpost of the
Tongan maritime empire; to Mangaia, with its fortified refuge
caves; and to Mo‘orea, where chiefs vied to construct impressive
temples to the war god ‘Oro. In Hawai‘i, Kirch traced the islands’
history in the Anahulu valley and across the ancient district of
Kahikinui, Maui. His joint research with ecologists, soil scientists,
and paleontologists elucidated how Polynesians adapted to their
island ecosystems.
Looking back over the past half-century of Polynesian
archaeology, Kirch reflects on how the questions we ask about the
past have changed over the decades, how archaeological methods
have advanced, and how our knowledge of the Polynesian past
has greatly expanded.

7
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Kuleana and Commitment
Working toward a Collaborative Hawaiian
Archaeology
kathleen l. kawelu
“In this remarkable book, the author presents in-depth analysis of how
professionals and Kanaka Maoli view the field’s checkered history as
only someone with a foot planted in each group could have done . . .
This book will be a watershed in the growth and transformation not
just of archaeology in Hawai‘i but everywhere that global forces have
pitted archaeologists and indigenous peoples against one another.”
—Mark D. McCoy, Southern Methodist University

August 2015
200 pages, 6 x 9 in, 7 b&w illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824846800 $39.00s

kathleen l . kawel u

is associate professor in the

department of anthropology at the University of
Hawai‘i at Hilo.

The sociopolitical climate of Hawai‘i has changed substantially
in recent decades and archaeologists working to decipher the
islands’ past are increasingly faced with a complexity of issues
involving Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian) concerns. Among
these are the push for sovereignty; cultural perpetuation and
revitalization; legal challenges to Kanaka Maoli programs, such
as Hawaiian Home Lands and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs;
and compliance with the Native American Graves Protection
and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). In Kuleana and Commitment,
Kathleen Kawelu examines the entangled interactions between
Kanaka Maoli and archaeologists in Hawai‘i by conducting an
ethnographic investigation of the discipline of archaeology itself.
She explores the development of Hawaiian archaeology, discusses
important cases of the recent past, and focuses on the interpersonal relationships between these two key groups involved in
heritage management in Hawai‘i.
By revealing and understanding the contemporary attitudes
of Kanaka Maoli and archaeologists toward each other, Kawelu
suggests a change in trajectory toward a more collaborative approach in practicing Hawaiian archaeology. Through interviews
with individuals from both communities, Kawelu taps into collective narratives that reveal two overarching themes. The first
narrative speaks about the continuation of Kanaka Maoli cultural
practices and beliefs, for example, kuleana (responsibility); the
second speaks about the kind of commitment to Hawaiian archaeology and Kanaka Maoli descendants that is desired from
archaeologists. Requests for respect, communication, and partnership are heard in the narratives. These same qualities also
serve as the foundation for community-based archaeology, which
challenges the exclusive access of archaeologists to the past and
places the discipline and its practitioners among a broader group
of stakeholders, particularly descendant communities.

8
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Kanaka ‘Oiwi Methodologies
Mo‘olelo and Metaphor
edited by katrina-ann r. kapa‘anaokalaokeola na koa
oliveira and erin kahunawaika‘ala wright

November 2015
200 pages, 7 x 10 in, 9 b&w illustrations
Paper ISBN 9780824855857 $18.00s
Hawai‘inuiākea, No. 4

For many new indigenous scholars, the start of academic research
can be an experience rife with conflict in many dimensions.
Though there are a multitude of approaches to research and
inquiry, many of those methods ignore ancient wisdom and
traditions as well as alternative worldviews and avenues for both
discovery and learning. The fourth volume in the Hawai‘inuiākea
series, guest coedited by Katrina-Ann R. Kapā‘anaokalāokeola
Nākoa Oliveira and Erin Kahunawaika‘ala Wright, explores techniques for inquiry through some of the many perspectives of
Kanaka ‘Ōiwi (Native Hawaiian) scholars at work today.
Kanaka ‘Ōiwi Methodologies: Mo‘olelo and Metaphor is a collection of “methods-focused” essays written by Kanaka scholars
across academic disciplines. To better illustrate for practitioners
how to use research for deeper understanding, positive social
change, as well as language and cultural revitalization, the texts
examine Native Hawaiian Critical Race Theory, Hawaiian traditions and protocol in environmental research, using mele (song)
for program evaluation, and more.

katrina -ann r. kapa ‘anao ka la o keo la na k oa
oliveira

is associate professor of H
 awaiian lan-

guage and the director of Kawaihuelani Center for
Hawaiian language, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.
erin kahunawaika‘al a wright

is assistant pro-

Also available in this series…

fessor of educational administration at the College
of Education, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.

The Hawai‘inuiākea series is the first publishing project
under the Hawai‘inuiākea publishing initiative.
The peer-reviewed series, co-published with University of Hawai‘i Press,
is intended to be a venue for scholars, leaders, and practitioners in the
Hawaiian community. Each publication is a stand-alone book featuring
a guest editor and a thematic topic. Authors are selected by the guest
editor and editorial team and write about issues, queries, and strategies
from diverse fields such as economics, education, family resources,
government, health, history, land and natural resource management,
psychology, religion, and sociology. Articles are in Hawaiian or English
and include mele, art, and graphics. Each book also includes a current
viewpoint contribution by a postgraduate student and a reflection piece
contributed by a kupuna.
manoa.hawaii.edu/hshk

I Ulu I Ke Kumu

I Ulu I Ka ‘Āina

‘Ike Ulana Lau Hala

Edited by
Puakea Nogelmeier

Edited by
Jonathan K. Osorio

2011, 104 pages,

2013, 128 pages,

Lia O’Neill Keawe,
Marsha Macdowell,
and C. Kurt Dewhurst

12 illustrations

12 illustrations, 2 maps

2014, 152 pages

Paper 9780984566600

Paper 9780824839772

Paper 9780824840938

$16.00s

$16.00s

$16.00s

Hawai‘inuiākea, No. 1

Hawai‘inuiākea, No. 2

Hawai‘inuiākea, No. 3
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God Pictures in Korean
Contexts
The Ownership and Meaning of Shaman
Paintings
laurel kendall, jongsung yang, and yul soo yoon

September 2015
248 pages, 6.125 x 9.25 in, 10 color and 50 b&w
illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824847647 $54.00s
Paper ISBN 9780824847630 $29.00s

laure l kendal l

is chair of the anthropology

division and curator of the Asian ethnographic
collections at the American Museum of Natural
History.
jongsung yang

is director of the Museum of

Shamanism in Seoul and emeritus senior curator

Shamans depicted walking on knives, fairies shown riding on
clouds, kings astride dragon mounts: some find such pictures
unsettling, some charming. Pursued by collectors, venerated as
the seats of gods, Korean shaman paintings are all of these things.
Laurel Kendall, Jongsung Yang, and Yul Soo Yoon explore
what it is that makes these works magical or sacred—more than
“just paintings.” What does it mean for a picture to carry the
trace of a god? Once animated and revered, can it ever be a mere
painting again? How have shaman paintings been revalued as art?
Do artfulness and magic ever intersect? Is the market value of a
painting influenced by whether or not it was once a sacred object?
Navigating the journey shaman paintings make from painters’
studios to shaman shrines to private collections and museums,
the three authors deftly negotiate the borderland between scholarly interests in the production and consumption of material religion and the consumption and circulation of art.
Illustrated with sixty images, the book offers a new vantage
point on “the social life of things.” This is not the story of a collecting West and a disposing rest: The primary collectors and
commentators on Korean shaman paintings are South Koreans
re-imagining their own past in light of their own modernist
sensibility. It is a tale that must be told together with the recent
history of South Korea and an awareness of the problematic
question of how the paintings are understood by different South
Korean actors—most particularly the shamans and collectors who
share a common language and sometimes meet face-to-face.

of the National Folk Museum of Korea.
yul soo yoon

is founder and director of the Gahoe

Museum in Seoul.
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The Fluid Pantheon
Gods of Medieval Japan, Volume 1

Protectors and Predators
Gods of Medieval Japan, Volume 2
bernard faure

Volume 1, October 2015
496 pages, 7.5 x 10 in, 105 color and 87 b&w
illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824839338 $55.00s

Written by one of the leading scholars of Japanese religion, these
are the first two volumes of a multivolume project that promises
to be a milestone in our understanding of the mythico-ritual
system of esoteric Buddhism—specifically the nature and roles
of deities in the religious world of medieval Japan and beyond.
Bernard Faure introduces readers to medieval Japanese religiosity
and shows the centrality of the gods in religious discourse and
ritual; in doing so he moves away from the usual textual, historical, and sociological approaches that constitute the “method” of
current religious studies.
In The Fluid Pantheon Faure describes and analyzes through
a series of case studies the impressive mythological and ritual
efflorescence that marked the medieval period, not only in the
religious domain, but also in the political, artistic, and literary
spheres. Protectors and Predators continues Faure’s examination
of deities in medieval Japan and beyond. He argues here that the
“wild” gods of Japan were at the center of the medieval religious
landscape and came together in complex webs of association
not divisible into the categories of “Buddhist,” “indigenous,” or
“Shinto.” In these volumes, he displays vast knowledge of his
subject and presents his research—much of it in largely unstudied
material—with theoretical sophistication. His arguments and
analyses assume the centrality of the iconographic record, and
so he has brought together a rich and rare collection of color and
black-and-white images. This emphasis on iconography and the
ways in which it complements, supplements, or deconstructs
textual orthodoxy is critical to a fuller comprehension of a set of
medieval Japanese beliefs and practices. It offers a corrective to
the traditional division of the field into religious studies, which
typically ignores the images, and art history, which oftentimes
overlooks their ritual and religious meaning.

Volume 2, October 2015
584 pages, 7.5 x 10 in, 84 color and 88 b&w
illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824839314 $55.00s

bernard faure

is Kao Professor in Japanese

Religion at Columbia U
 niversity.
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A Garden of Marvels
Tales of Wonder from Early Medieval China
robert ford campany

September 2015
208 pages, 6 x 9 in, 1 b&w illustration
Cloth ISBN 9780824853495 $65.00s
Paper ISBN 9780824853501 $26.00s

robert ford campany

Between 300 and 600 CE, Chinese writers compiled thousands
of accounts of the strange and the extraordinary. Some described
weird spirits, customs, and flora and fauna in distant lands. Some
depicted individuals of unusual spiritual or moral achievement.
But most told of ordinary people’s encounters with ghosts, demons, or gods; sojourns in the land of the dead; eerily significant
dreams; and uncannily accurate premonitions. The selection of
such stories presented here provides an alluring introduction to
early medieval Chinese storytelling and opens a doorway to the
enchanted world of thought, culture, and religious belief of that
era. Known as zhiguai, or “accounts of anomalies,” they convey
a great deal about how people saw the cosmos and their place in
it. The tales were circulated because they were entertaining but
also because their compilers meant to document the mysterious
workings of spirits, the wonders of exotic places, and the nature
of the afterlife.
A collection of more than two hundred tales, A Garden of
Marvels offers an authoritative yet accessible introduction to
zhiguai writings, particularly those never before translated or
adequately researched. This volume will likely find its way to
bedside tables as well as into classrooms and libraries, just as
collections of zhiguai did in early medieval times.

is professor of Asian

studies and religions at Vanderbilt University.

Also available by this author…

Making Transcendents:
Ascetics and Social Memory
in Early M
 edieval China

Signs from the Unseen Realm:
Buddhist Miracle Tales from
Early Medieval China

Robert Ford Campany
2009, 320 pages
Cloth 9780824836023 $48.00s
Winner of the American Academy of Religion
Award for Excellence in the Study of Religion

Robert Ford Campany
2012, 328 pages
Cloth ISBN 9780824836023 $65.00s
Honorable Mention, Joseph Levenson
Prize (pre-1900 category), Association
for Asian Studies
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Oedipal God
The Chinese Nezha and His Indian Origins
meir shahar

August 2015
312 pages, 6 x 9 in, 29 b&w illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824847609 $54.00s

meir shahar

is professor of Chinese studies at Tel

Aviv University.

Oedipal God offers the most comprehensive account in any
language of the prodigal deity Nezha. Celebrated for over a millennium, Nezha is among the most formidable and enigmatic of
all Chinese gods. In this theoretically informed study Meir S hahar
recounts Nezha’s riveting tale—which culminates in suicide
and attempted patricide—and uncovers hidden tensions in the
Chinese family system. In deploying the Freudian hypothesis,
Shahar does not imply the Chinese legend’s identity with the
Greek story of Oedipus. For one, in Nezha’s story the erotic attraction to the mother is not explicitly acknowledged. More generally, Chinese oedipal tales differ from Freud’s Greek prototype
by the high degree of repression that is applied to them. Shahar
argues that, despite a disastrous father-son relationship, Confucian ethics require that the oedipal drive masquerade as filial
piety in Nezha’s story, dictating that the child-god kill himself
before trying to avenge himself upon his father.
Combining impeccable scholarship with an eminently readable style, the book covers a vast terrain: It surveys the image
of the endearing child-god across varied genres from oral and
written fiction, through theater, cinema, and television serials,
to Japanese manga cartoons. It combines literary analysis with
Shahar’s own anthropological field work, providing a thorough
ethnography of Nezha’s flourishing cult. Crossing the boundaries
between China’s diverse religious traditions, it tracks the rebellious infant in the many ways he has been venerated by Buddhist
monks, Daoist priests, and possessed spirit mediums, whose dramatic performances have served to negotiate individual, familial,
and collective tensions. Finally, the book offers a detailed history
of the legend and the cult reaching back over two thousand years
to its origins in India, where Nezha began as a mythological being
named Nalakūbara, whose sexual misadventures were celebrated
in the Sanskrit epics as early as the first centuries BCE. Here
Shahar reveals the long-term impact that Indian mythology has
exerted—through the medium of esoteric Buddhism—upon the
Chinese imagination of divinity.
A tour de force of literary analysis, ethnographic research,
psychological insight, and cross-cultural investigation, Oedipal
God is a must read for anyone interested in Chinese studies and
the historical connection between India and China. Shahar’s
broad reach and engaging approach will appeal to specialists and
students in a variety of disciplines including Chinese religion,
Chinese literature, anthropology, Buddhist studies, psychology,
Indian studies, and cross-cultural history.
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Contemporary Sino-French
Cinemas
Absent Fathers, Banned Books,
and Red B
 alloons
michelle e. bloom

December 2015
296 pages, 6 x 9 in, 35 b&w illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824851583 $59.00s
Critical Interventions

miche ll e e. bl oom

is associate professor of

French and comparative literature and director
of the Program in Comparative Literature at the
University of California, Riverside.

Transnational cinemas are eclipsing national cinemas in the contemporary world, and Sino-French films exemplify this phenomenon through the cinematic coupling of the Sinophone and the
Francophone, linking France not just with the Chinese mainland
but also with the rest of the Chinese-speaking world. Sinophone
directors most often reach out to French cinema by referencing
and adapting it. They set their films in Paris and metropolitan
France, cast French actors, and sometimes use French dialogue,
even when the directors themselves don’t understand it. They
tend to view France as mysterious, sexy, and sophisticated, just as
the French see China and Taiwan as exotic.
As Michelle Bloom makes clear, many films move past a simplistic opposition between East and West and beyond Orientalist
and Occidentalist cross-cultural interplay. Bloom focuses on films
that have appeared since 2000 such as Tsai Ming-liang’s What
Time Is It There?, Hou Hsiao-hsien’s Flight of the Red Balloon, and
Dai Sijie’s Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress. She views the
work of these well-known directors through a Sino-French optic,
applying the tropes of métissage (or biraciality), intertextuality,
adaptation and remake, translation, and imitation to shed new
light on their work. She also calls attention to important, lesser
studied films: Taiwanese director Cheng Yu-chieh’s Yang Yang,
which depicts the up-and-coming Taiwanese star Sandrine Pinna
as a mixed race beauty; and Emily Tang Xiaobai’s debut film
Conjugation, which contrasts Paris and post-Tiananmen Square
Beijing, the one an incarnation of liberty, the other a place of entrapment. Bloom’s insightful analysis also probes what such films
reveal about their Taiwanese and Chinese creators.
Scholars have long studied Sino-French literature, but this
inaugural full-length work on Sino-French cinema maps uncharted territory, offering a paradigm for understanding other
cross-cultural interminglings and tools to study transnational cinema and world cinema. The Sino-French, rich and multifaceted,
linguistically, culturally, and ethnically, constitutes an important
part of film studies, Francophone studies, Sinophone studies and
myriad other fields. This is a must-read for students, scholars,
and lovers of film.
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Gendered Bodies
Toward a Women’s Visual Art in Contemporary
China
shuqin cui

December 2015
264 pages, 6.125 x 9.25 in, 114 color and 2 b&w
illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824840037 $50.00s

shuqin cui

is professor of Asian studies and

cinema studies at Bowdoin College.

Gendered Bodies introduces readers to women’s visual art in
contemporary China by examining how the visual process of
gendering reshapes understandings of historiography, sexuality,
pain, and space. When artists take the body as the subject of female experience and the medium of aesthetic experiment, they
reveal a wealth of noncanonical approaches to art. The insertion
of women’s narratives into Chinese art history rewrites a historiography that has denied legitimacy to the woman artist. The
gendering of sexuality reveals that the female body incites pleasure in women themselves, reversing the dynamic from woman
as desired object to woman as desiring subject. The gendering
of pain demonstrates that for those haunted by the sociopolitical
past, the body can articulate traumatic memories and psychological torment. The gendering of space transforms the female body
into an emblem of landscape devastation, remaps ruin aesthetics,
and extends the politics of gender identity into cyberspace and
virtual reality.
The work presents a critical review of women’s art in contemporary China in relation to art traditions, classical and
contemporary. Inscribing the female body into art generates not
only visual experimentation, but also interaction between local
art/cultural production and global perception. While artists may
seek inspiration and exhibition space abroad, they often reject the
(Western) label “feminist artist.” An extensive analysis of a rtworks
and artists—both well- and little-known—provides readers
with discursively persuasive and visually provocative evidence.
Gendered Bodies follows an interdisciplinary approach that general readers as well as scholars will find inspired and inspiring.
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Translingual Narration
Colonial and Postcolonial Taiwanese Fiction
and Film
bert mitTchell scruggs
“Translingual Narration not only makes the important shift away from
the predominantly China-centered and Japan-centered approaches in
the subfield of Taiwan literary studies, but also manages to substantiate this position with competent, highly persuasive textual analysis
as well as theoretically informed assessments of historical realities
behind key literary/cinematic texts.” —Sung-sheng Yvonne Chang,
University of Texas at Austin

August 2015
216 pages, 6 x 9 in
Cloth ISBN 9780824851620 $65.00s
Not for sale in Asia

bert mittchel l scruggs

is assistant professor

of East Asian languages and literature at the University of California, Irvine.

Translingual Narration is a study of colonial Taiwanese fiction, its
translation from Japanese to Chinese, and films produced during
and about the colonial era. It is a postcolonial intervention into a
field largely dominated by studies of colonial Taiwanese writing
as either a branch of Chinese fiction or part of a larger empire of
Japanese-language texts. Rather than read Taiwanese fiction as
simply belonging to one of two discourses, the author argues for
disengaging the nation from the former colony to better understand colonial Taiwan and its postcolonial critics.
Following early chapters on the identity politics behind Chinese translations of Japanese texts, attempts to establish a vernacular Taiwanese literature, and critical space, the author provides
close readings of short fiction through the critical prisms of locative and cultural or ethnic identity to suggest that cultural identity is evidence of free will. Stories and novellas are also viewed
through the critical prism of class-consciousness, including the
writings of Yang Kui (1906–1985), who unlike most of his contemporaries wrote politically engaged literature. The author completes his core examination of identity by reading short fiction
through the prism of gender identity and posits a resemblance
between gender politics in colonial Taiwan and pre-independence
India.
The work goes on to test the limits of nostalgia and
solastalgia in fiction and film by looking at how both the colonial
future and past are remembered before concluding with political
uses of cinematic murder. Ideas borrowed from translation and
memory studies as well as indigenization are suggested as possible avenues of discovery for continued interventions into the
study of postcolonial and colonial Taiwanese fiction and culture.
With its insightful and informed analysis of the diverse nature of
Taiwanese identity, Translingual Narration will engage a broad
audience with interests in East Asian and postcolonial literature,
film, history, and culture.
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Writers of the Winter Republic
Literature and Resistance in Park Chung Hee’s
Korea
youngju ryu

November 2015
328 pages, 6 x 9 in
Cloth ISBN 9780824839871 $58.00s

youngju ryu

is associate professor of Korean

literature at the University of Michigan.

In 1975, a young high school teacher took the stage at a prayer
meeting in a southwestern Korean city to recite a poem called
“The Winter Republic.” The poem became an anthem against the
military dictatorship of Park Chung Hee and his successors; the
poet, however, soon found himself in court and then in prison for
saddling the authoritarian state with such a memorable moniker.
This unique book weaves together literary works, biographical
accounts, institutional histories, trial transcripts, and personal
interviews to tell the powerful story of how literature became a
fierce battleground against authoritarian rule during one of the
darkest periods in South Korea’s history.
Park Chung Hee’s military dictatorship was a time of unparalleled political oppression. It was also a time of rapid and
unprecedented economic development. Against this backdrop,
Youngju Ryu charts the growing activism of Korean writers who
interpreted literature’s traditional autonomy as a clarion call to
action, an imperative to intervene politically in the name of art.
Each of the book’s four chapters is devoted to a single writer
and organized around a trope central to his work. Kim Chi-ha’s
“bandits,” satirizing Park’s dictatorship: Yi Mun-gu’s “neighbor,”
evoking old nostalgia and new anxieties; Cho Se-hŭi’s dwarf,
representing the plight of the urban poor; and Hwang Sok-yong’s
labor fiction, the supposed herald of the proletarian revolution.
Ending nearly two decades of an implicit ban on socially engaged
writing, literature of the period became politicized not merely in
content and form, but also as an institution.
Writers of the Winter Republic emerged as the conscience of
their troubled yet formative times. A question of politics lies at
the heart of this book, which seeks to understand how and why
a time of political oppression and censorship simultaneously
expanded the practice and everyday relevance of literature. By
animating the lives and works of the men who shaped this period,
the book offers readers an illuminating literary, cultural, and political history of the era.
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Announcing a new partnership between UHP and FLTRP
FOREIGN LA NG U A G E TEA CHING A N D R E S E A RC H P RE S S I N B E I J I N G
University of Hawai‘i Press is proud to announce a new publishing and distribution partnership with Foreign Language Teaching
and Research Press in Beijing. FLTRP was established in 1979 and is now China’s largest university press, with a backlist of more
than 9000 works in 47 languages. Initial copublications will be in Chinese philosophy, history, literature, languages, and reference.

Cosmology and Logic
in the Dao of Changes
ma baoshan
translated and with commentary by haiming wen
and christine a. hale

July 2015
208 pages, 6 x 9 in
Cloth ISBN 9780824856380 $60.00s
Paper ISBN 9780824856373 $25.00s
Published in association with Foreign Language
Teaching and Research Press
Not for sale in mainland China

Ma Baoshan

is president of the Chinese Interna-

tional Research Institute of the Dao of Change (Yidao),
and the president of the Chinese Yi-Ming Institute
for Calligraphy and Painting. He is a famous calligrapher and author of many books related to the
Book of Changes, including Brush-Writing of the
Dao of Change and Antique-Collecting of the Dao

The Book of Changes (Yijing, also known as I Ching) is generally
recognized as the oldest among the ancient Chinese classics, tracing back to the yin-yang symbolic system that, according to traditional mythology, was created by the legendary Fu Xi (mid-29th
century BCE). The Yijing’s mystical origins and the dynamic nature of its image-numbers—the various diagrams, trigrams, and
hexagrams—gave rise to subsequent interpretations by sages over
millennia, along with differences in understanding. Ever since
the Han dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE), there have been debates
between two schools of thought: the image-number school,
which focuses on the symbols as a means to divination; and the
philosophy school, which values the work for its cosmological
and ontological insights. Assimilating ideas from both schools,
Ma Baoshan reestablishes the logical image-number system and
reaffirms that this image-number logic is the foundation for understanding the Book of Changes in the context of contemporary
research.
As Ma explains in his introduction, “the aim of Cosmology
and Logic in the Dao of Changes is not to study the image-number
logic itself, but to discover the symbolic system inherent in the
Book of Changes, and the image-number logic behind this system.” His interpretations of the moving numbers and images:
the Taiji, Hetu, and Luo-shu Diagrams, the Pre-heavens and
Post-heavens Trigrams, as well as the 64 hexagrams, is always in
the context of the continuity of mind and events. He renders this
ontological existence as five onto-generative-beings (benti), which
is a pioneering theory in the hermeneutical history of the Book
of Changes. His theory is crucial in reminding researchers of this
classic that without understanding its image-number foundation,
it is impossible for anyone to comprehend it as a properly philosophical work.

of Change.
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Thus Spoke Laozi
A New Translation with

The Sound of Salt
Forming

Commentaries of Dao De Jing

Short Stories by the Post-80s
Generation in China

edited and translated by charles q. wu
edited by geng song and qingxiang yang

“[Wu] has a strong philological orientation, and
explains the implications of key philosophical terms

China’s post-80s generation, also known as
Generation Y, is the first whose members have
grown up entirely within the reformist era. To
Western eyes, this generation of Chinese, who are
highly engaged with the world, display the ambiguities and paradoxes associated with China’s
economic rise: They are both nationalistic and
cosmopolitan, subservient and defiant, hedonistic
and mundane, materialistic and aspirational.
This volume brings together some of the
most popular and influential writers of this generation, many of whom are largely unknown outside China. The short stories have been translated
into English by a team of enthusiastic and skilled
sinologists, and represent some of the “sweetest
songs” that tell of the pains and dreams, frustrations and desires, crises and endeavors of this
generation in urban China.

with real insight. . . . His interpretation of this text is
nuanced and philosophically sophisticated; the quality of the language is impeccable.” —Roger T. Ames,
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

Daodejing by Chinese philosopher Laozi (Lao Tzu)
is one of the most popular Chinese texts, with
more than 100 translations available. Why yet another? The strength of Charles Wu’s version comes
from his superior bilingual talents and unique
cross-cultural perspective, allowing him to draw
widely from both Chinese and Western sources.
He provides line-by-line bilingual text and tries to
retain the original beauty of the poetry and paradoxes of Laozi’s writings, so that English-speaking
readers can experience what Laozi “sounds” like, as
if they were reading the work in Chinese.
Taking a fresh look at what is known as the
Wang Bi edition of Laozi’s immortal work, Wu sees
himself as a tour guide—leading readers toward
unexpected aha! moments as they encounter a
more thorough understanding of the Daodejing.
Charl es Q. Wu

G eng S ong

Qing x iang Yang

October 2015

is professor emeritus of Chinese and

320 pages, 6 x 9 in
Cloth ISBN 9780824856397 $60.00s

September 2015

Paper ISBN 9780824856366 $25.00s

194 pages, 6 x 9 in

Published in association with Foreign Language Teaching

Cloth ISBN 9780824856403 $60.00s

and Research Press

Paper ISBN 9780824856410 $25.00s

Not for sale in mainland China

Published in association with Foreign Language Teaching
and Research Press

is associate professor of contemporary

literature at Renmin University of China.

humanities at Reed College.

Not for sale in mainland China

is associate professor of translation studies

and China studies at the University of Hong Kong.
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Like No Other
Exceptionalism and Nativism
in Early Modern Japan
mark thomas mcnally

November 2015
344 pages, 6 x 9 in
Cloth ISBN 9780824852849 $67.00s

mar k thomas mcnal ly

is associate professor

of Japanese history at the University of Hawai‘i at
Mānoa.

Like No Other probes the association of the early modern Japanese intellectual institution called Kokugaku with the phenomenon of nativism. Uncovering profound differences that cast
serious doubt on this association, Mark McNally argues that what
Japanologists viewed as nativistic about Kokugaku were actually
more typical of what Americanists call exceptionalism. By severing the link between Kokugaku and nativism, he is able to explore
within early modern Japanese history instances that were more
genuinely nativistic, such as the upheaval associated with the
intercultural encounters with Westerners during the 1850s and
1860s that culminated in the overthrow of Japan’s last shogun.
He also documents, for the first time in Japanese studies, the
ways in which exceptionalism applies to Japanese history; not by
focusing on either Nihonjinron or on Kokugaku—the connection
between the former and exceptionalism is one that Americanists
have already made, and the connection between the two Japanese
institutions is one that Japanologists already know well—but by
highlighting the central role of Confucianism.
While Americans looked to the Judeo-Christian tradition
for their exceptionalist ideas, their counterparts in early modern
Japan looked to Confucianism, whose foundational connections
to exceptionalism were perhaps stronger than any analogous
tradition in the West. Despite the fact that exceptionalism and
nativism occupy distinct positions within the historiographical
traditions of both the United States and Japan, they also intersect
and overlap in the latter case, which strongly suggests that this
situation may also be true in other places, including the United
States.
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Spectacular Accumulation
Material Culture, Tokugawa Ieyasu,
and Samurai Sociability
morgan pitelka

December 2015
256 pages, 6.125 x 9.25 in, 40 b&w illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824851576 $49.00s

morgan pite l ka

is associate professor of Asian

studies at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill.

In Spectacular Accumulation, Morgan Pitelka investigates the
significance of material culture and sociability in late sixteenth-
century Japan, focusing in particular on the career and afterlife
of Tokugawa Ieyasu (1543–1616), the founder of the Tokugawa
shogunate. The story of Ieyasu illustrates the close ties between
people, things, and politics and offers us insight into the role of
material culture in the shift from medieval to early modern Japan
and in shaping our knowledge of history.
This innovative and eloquent history of a transitional age
in Japan reframes the relationship between culture and politics.
Like the collection of meibutsu, or “famous objects,” exchanging
hostages, collecting heads, and commanding massive armies were
part of a strategy Pitelka calls “spectacular accumulation,” which
profoundly affected the creation and character of Japan’s early
modern polity. Pitelka uses the notion of spectacular accumulation to contextualize the acquisition of “art” within a larger complex of practices aimed at establishing governmental authority,
demonstrating military dominance, reifying hierarchy, and advertising wealth. He avoids the artificial distinction between cultural
history and political history, arguing that the famed cultural
efflorescence of these years was not subsidiary to the landscape
of political conflict, but constitutive of it. Employing a wide range
of thoroughly researched visual and material evidence, including
letters, diaries, historical chronicles, and art, Pitelka links the
increasing violence of civil and international war to the increasing importance of samurai social rituals and cultural practices.
Moving from the Ashikaga palaces of Kyoto to the tea utensil
collections of Ieyasu, from the exchange of military hostages to
the gift-giving rituals of Oda Nobunaga and Toyotomi Hideyoshi,
Spectacular Accumulation traces Japanese military rulers’ power
plays over famous artworks as well as objectified human bodies.
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Shimaji Mokurai and the

Reconception of Religion and
the Secular in Modern Japan
hans martin krämer
“Hans Martin Krämer makes a stellar case for the importance of
Shimaji Mokurai in the formation of modern Japanese conceptions
of ‘religion’ and ‘the secular.’ His much-needed work fills a lacuna in
Japanese studies by showing the importance of Buddhist agency in
Japanese policy toward religion during the Meiji era.” —Jason Ānanda
Josephson, Williams College
“This book is an important contribution to Meiji intellectual history,
not only for its insight into the life of Shimaji Mokurai but also for the
critical scholarship it provides on the ways key Japanese concepts like
civic education and the Buddhist notion of the two truths were impacted by European ideas and how the processing of this information contributed to defining the new, modern concept of ‘religion’ in Japan.”
—Mark Blum, University of California, Berkeley

July 2015
246 pages, 6 x 9 in
Cloth ISBN 9780824851538 $59.00s

hans martin krämer

is professor of Japanese

studies at the U
 niversity of Heidelberg, Germany.

Religion is at the heart of such ongoing political debates in Japan
as the constitutionality of official government visits to Yasukuni
Shrine, yet the very categories that frame these debates, namely religion and the secular, entered the Japanese language less than 150
years ago. To think of religion as a Western imposition, as something alien to Japanese reality, however, would be simplistic. As
this in-depth study shows for the first time, religion and the secular
were critically reconceived in Japan by Japanese who had their own
interests and traditions as well as those received in their encounters
with the West. It argues convincingly that by the mid-nineteenth
century developments outside of Europe and North America were
already part of a global process of rethinking religion.
The Buddhist priest Shimaji Mokurai (1838–1911) was the
first Japanese to discuss the modern concept of religion in some
depth in the early 1870s. In his person, indigenous tradition, politics, and Western influence came together to set the course the
reconception of religion would take in Japan. The volume begins
by tracing the history of the modern Japanese term for religion,
shūkyō, and its components and exploring the significance of
Shimaji’s sectarian background as a True Pure Land Buddhist.
Shimaji went on to shape the early Meiji government’s religious
policy and was essential in redefining the locus of Buddhism
in modernity. Finally, the work offers an extensive account of
Shimaji’s intellectual dealings with the West as well as clarifying
the ramifications of these encounters for Shimaji’s own thinking.
Concluding chapters historicize Japanese appropriations of secularization from medieval times to the twentieth century.
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Yasukuni Shrine
History, Memory, and Japan’s Unending Postwar
akiko takenaka
“Akiko Takenaka has done what no one else in the English-language
literature has, namely, historicize Yasukuni Shrine from its pre-Meiji
Restoration lineages to the present. In addition to generating considerable interest both within and beyond modern Japanese studies, this
work will provide instructors with a much-needed, nuanced history of
the shrine to help them understand and teach a topic that is c urrently
front and center in East Asia’s memory wars.” —Kenneth Ruoff,
Portland State University

July 2015
296 pages, 6 x 9 in, 10 b&w illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9780824846787 $57.00s
Studies of the Weatherhead East Asian Institute,
Columbia University

akiko takenaka

is associate professor of

Japanese history at the University of Kentucky.

The first extensive English-language study of Yasukuni Shrine
as a war memorial, this work explores the controversial shrine’s
role in waging war, promoting peace, honoring the dead, and, in
particular, building Japan’s modern national identity. It traces Yasukuni’s history from its conceptualization in the final years of the
Tokugawa period and Japan’s wars of imperialism to the present.
Akiko Takenaka departs from existing scholarship on Yasukuni
by considering various themes important to the study of war and
its legacies through a chronological and thematic survey of the
shrine, emphasizing the spatial practices that took place both at
the shrine and at regional sites associated with it over the last 150
years. Rather than treat Yasukuni as a single, unchanging ideological entity, she takes into account the social and political milieu,
maps out gradual transformations in both its events and rituals,
and explicates the ideas that the shrine symbolizes.
Takenaka illuminates the ways the shrine’s spaces were used
during wartime, most notably in her reconstructions, based on
primary sources, of visits by war-bereaved military families to
the shrine during the Asia-Pacific War. She also traces important
episodes in Yasukuni’s postwar history, including the filing of
lawsuits against the shrine and recent attempts to reinvent it for
the twenty-first century. Through a careful analysis of the shrine’s
history over one and a half centuries, her work views the making
and unmaking of a modern militaristic Japan through the lens of
Yasukuni Shrine.
Yasukuni Shrine: History, Memory, and Japan’s Unending
Postwar is a skilled and innovative examination of modern and
contemporary Japan’s engagement with the critical issues of war,
empire, and memory. It will be of particular interest to readers of
Japanese history and culture as well as those who follow current
affairs and foreign relations in East Asia. Its discussion of spatial
practices in the life of monuments and the political use of images,
media, and museum exhibits will find a welcome audience among
those engaged in memory, visual culture, and media studies.
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Lovable Losers is the first substantial piece of English-language
scholarship to examine the actions and the memorization of the
Heike (Ise Taira), a family of aristocratic warriors whose resounding defeat at the hands of the Seiwa Genji in 1185 resulted in their
iconic status as tragic losers. The Tale of the Heike and the many
other works derived from it set in place the depiction of the Heike
as failed upstart aristocrats whose spectacular downfall was due
to neglect of their warrior heritage and the villainy of the family
head, Taira no Kiyomori. Lovable Losers aims to contextualize and
deconstruct representations of the Heike not only to show how
such representations were created in specific contexts in response
to specific needs, but also to demonstrate that the representations
themselves came to create and sustain a particular kind of culture.
Drawing on the expertise of scholars in a variety of disciplines, this volume explores the Heike in their own time and their
depiction as cultural figures in the centuries that followed. Their
portrayal in literature and the arts spans more than eight hundred
years and a wide range of genres and media, including nō plays,
picture scrolls, early modern comic books, novels, and film. In
texts from the sixteenth to twentieth centuries, the Heike serve
as catalysts for miracles and vectors for subtle criticisms of the
Tokugawa government. Over time Kiyomori became an emblem
of postwar democracy and economic progress; today he is a powerful symbol of modern citizens’ dissatisfaction with politics.
The Heike’s ambiguous moral standing allowed them to be
reimagined, reconstructed, and repurposed by different authors
in different contexts, as both heroes and villains. Rather than assuming their failure, Lovable Losers repositions the Heike within
the larger phenomenon of the Genpei War and its aftermath,
demonstrating how they took advantage of their station as nobles
and warriors. The new research it presents seeks to transcend
categorization and blur the lines between different approaches to
the Heike to give a well-rounded depiction of a family who has
played a defining role in Japanese culture in action, in memory,
and somewhere in between.
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Literary critiques of Murasaki Shikibu’s eleventh-century The
Tale of Genji have often focused on the amorous adventures of its
eponymous hero. In this paradigm-shifting analysis of the Genji
and other mid-Heian literature, Doris Bargen emphasizes the thematic importance of Japan’s complex polygynous kinship system
as the domain within which courtship occurs. Heian courtship,
conducted mainly to form secondary marriages, was driven by
power struggles of succession among lineages that focused on
achieving the highest position possible at court. Thus interpreting
courtship in light of genealogies is essential for comprehending
the politics of interpersonal behavior in many of these texts. Bargen focuses on the genealogical maze—the literal and figurative
space through which several generations of men and women in
the Genji moved. She demonstrates that courtship politics sought
to control kinship by strengthening genealogical lines, while secret affairs and illicit offspring produced genealogical uncertainty
that could be dealt with only by reconnecting dissociated lineages
or ignoring or even terminating them.
Mapping Courtship and Kinship in Classical Japan examines
in detail the literary construction of a courtship practice known
as kaimami, or “looking through a gap in the fence,” in pre-Genji
tales and diaries, and in Sei Shōnagon’s famous Pillow Book. In
Murasaki’s Genji, courtship takes on multigenerational complexity and is often used as a political strategy to vindicate injustices,
counteract sexual transgressions, or resist the pressure of imperial
succession. Bargen argues persuasively that a woman observed by
a man was not wholly deprived of agency: She could choose how
much to reveal or conceal as she peeked through shutters, from
behind partitions, fans, and kimono sleeves, or through narrow
carriage windows. That mid-Heian authors showed courtship in
its innumerable forms as being influenced by the spatial considerations of the Heian capital and its environs, and by the architectural details of the residences within which aristocratic women
were sequestered, adds a fascinating topographical dimension to
courtship.
The book includes charts that trace Genji characters’ lineages,
maps and diagrams that plot the movements of courtiers as they
make their way through the capital and beyond, and color reproductions of paintings that capture the drama of courtship.
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City of Marvel
and Transformation
Chang’an and Narratives of Experience
in Tang Dynasty China
linda rui feng
“This elegant book brings the Tang dynasty capital of Chang’an to life.
A pleasure to read, it is a welcome addition to the growing body of
scholarship on cities and city life, so essential to our understanding
of literature and culture, both ancient and modern.” —Paula Varsano,
University of California, Berkeley

August 2015
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During the Tang dynasty, the imperial capital of Chang’an
(present-day Xi’an) was unrivaled in its monumental scale,
with about one million inhabitants dwelling within its walls. It
was there that one of the most enduring cultural and political
institutions of the empire—the civil service examinations—took
shape, bringing an unprecedented influx of literati men to the
city seeking recognition and official status by demonstrating their
literary talent. To these examination candidates, Chang’an was a
megalopolis, career launch pad, and most importantly, cultural
paradigm. As a multifaceted lived space, it captured the imaginations of Tang writers, shaped their future aspirations, and left
discernible traces in the writings of this period.
City of Marvel and Transformation brings this cityscape to life
together with the mindscape of its sojourner-writers. By analyzing
narratives of experience with a distinctive metropolitan consciousness, it retrieves lost connections between senses of the self and a
sense of place. Each chapter takes up one of the powerful shaping
forces of Chang’an: its siren call as a destination; the unforeseen
nooks and crannies of its urban space; its potential as a “media
machine” to broadcast images and reputations; its demimonde—a
city within a city where both literary culture and commerce took
center stage. Without being limited to any single genre, specific
movement, or individual author, the texts examined in this book
highlight aspects of Chang’an as a shared and contested space in
the collective imagination. They bring to our attention a newly
emerged interval of social, existential, and geographical mobility in the lives of educated men, who as aspirants and routine
capital-bound travelers learned to negotiate urban space.
Drawing productively from research in urban history, anthropo
logy, and studies of space and place, Feng builds upon the theoretical
frameworks of scholars such as Michel de Certeau, Henri Lefebvre,
and Victor Turner. Students and scholars of premodern China will
find new ways to understand the collective concerns of the lettered
class, as well as new ways to understand literary phenomena that
would eventually influence vernacular tales and the Chinese novel.
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This work engages two of the most neglected themes in China’s
long history: the integration of lands south of the Yangtze River
into China and its impact on Chinese culture. The roots of Chinese civilization are commonly traced to the North. For millennia
after the foundations of the northern culture had been laid, the
South was not part of its mandate, and long after the imperial
center had claimed political control in the late first millennium BCE, it remained culturally distinct. Yet for the past one
thousand years the South has been the cultural, demographic,
economic—and, on occasion, political—center of China. The
process whereby this was accomplished has long been overlooked
in Chinese historiography.
Hugh Clark offers a new perspective on the process of
assimilation and accommodation that led to the new alignment.
He begins by focusing on the stages of encounter between the
Sinitic north and the culturally diverse and alien south. Initially
northerners and southerners looked on each other with antipathy: To the former, the non-Sinitic inhabitants of the South
were “barbarians”; to these “barbarians,” northerners were arrogantly hegemonic. Such attitudes led to patterns of resistance
and alienation across the South that endured for many centuries
until, as Clark suggests, the South grew in importance within the
empire—a development that was finally recognized under the
Song.
Clark’s approach to the second theme poses a fundamental
challenge to what is meant by “Chinese culture.” Drawing on his
long familiarity with southern Fujian, he closely examines the
pre-Sinitic cultural and religious heritage as well as later cults on
the southeast coast to argue that an enduring legacy of pre-Sinitic
indigenous southern culture contributed significantly to late imperial and modern China, effectively challenging the paradigm of
northern cultural hegemony that has dominated Chinese history
for centuries.
The Sinitic Encounter in Southeast China through the First
Millennium CE is a path-breaking book that puts long-neglected
issues back on the historian’s table for further investigation.
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Patrons and Patriarchs breaks new ground in the study of clergy-
court relations during the tumultuous period that spanned the
collapse of the Tang dynasty (618–907) and the consolidation
of the Northern Song (960–1127). This era, known as the Five
Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms, has typically been characterized as
a time of debilitating violence and instability, but it also brought
increased economic prosperity, regional development, and political autonomy to southern territories.
The book describes how the formation of new states in
southeastern China elevated local Buddhist traditions and moved
Chan (Zen) monks from the margins to the center of Chinese
society. Drawing on biographies, inscriptions, private histories,
and government records, it argues that the shift in imperial
patronage from a diverse array of Buddhist clerics to members
of specific Chan lineages was driven by political, social, and
geographical reorientations set in motion by the collapse of the
Tang dynasty and the consolidation of regional powers during
the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms. As monastic communities
representing diverse arrays of thought, practice, and pedagogy
allied with rival political factions, the outcome of power struggles
determined which clerical networks assumed positions of power
and which doctrines were enshrined as orthodoxy. Rather than
view the ascent of Chan monks and their traditions as instances
of intellectual hegemony, this book focuses on the larger sociopolitical processes that lifted members of Chan lineages onto the
imperial stage. Against the historical backdrop of the tenth century, Patrons and Patriarchs explores the nature and function of
Chan lineage systems, the relationships between monastic and lay
families, and the place of patronage in establishing identity and
authority in monastic movements.
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This volume makes available in English the seminal treatises in
Korea’s greatest interreligious debate of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. On Mind, Material Force, and Principle and An
Array of Critiques of Buddhism by Confucian statesman Chŏng
Tojŏn (1342–1398) and Exposition of Orthodoxy by Sŏn monk
Kihwa (1376–1433) are presented here with extensive annotation.
A substantial introduction provides a summary and analysis of
the philosophical positions of both Neo-Confucianism and Buddhism as well as a germane history of the interactions between
these two traditions in East Asia, offering insight into religious
tensions that persist to this day.
Translator A. Charles Muller shows how, from the time Confucianism and Buddhism met in China, these thought systems
existed, along with Daoism, in a competing relationship that
featured significant mutual influence. A confrontative situation
eventually developed in China, wherein Confucian leaders began
to criticize Buddhism. During the late-Koryŏ and early-Chosŏn
periods in Korea, the Neo-Confucian polemic became the driving
force in the movement to oust Buddhism from its position as Korea’s state religion. In his essays, Chŏng drew together the gamut
of arguments that had been made against Buddhism throughout
its long history in Korea. Kihwa’s essay met Neo-Confucian contentions with an articulate Buddhist response. Thus, in a rare
moment in the history of religions, a true philosophical debate
ensued.
This debate was made possible based upon the two religions’
shared philosophical paradigm: essence-function (ch’e-yong).
This traditional East Asian way of interpreting society, events,
phenomena, human beings, and the world understands all things
to have both essence and function, two contrasting yet wholly
contiguous and mutually containing components. All three East
Asian traditions took this as their underlying philosophical paradigm, and it is through this paradigm that they evaluated and
criticized each other’s doctrines and practices.
Specialists in philosophy, religion, and Korean studies will
appreciate Muller’s exploration of this pivotal moment in Korean intellectual history. Because it includes a broad overview
of the interactive history of East Asian religions, this book can
also serve as a general introduction to East Asian philosophical
thought.
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Yi Hwang (1501–1570)—best known by his literary name,
T’oegye—is one of the most eminent thinkers in the history of
East Asian philosophy and religion. His Chasŏngnok (Record
of self-reflection) is a superb Korean Neo-Confucian text: an
eloquent collection of twenty-two scholarly letters and four
essays written to his close disciples and junior colleagues. These
were carefully selected by T’oegye himself after self-reflecting
(chasŏng) on his practice of personal cultivation. The Chasŏngnok continuously guided T’oegye and inspired others on the true
Confucian way (including leading Neo-Confucians in Tokugawa
Japan) while it criticized Buddhism and Daoism. Its philosophical
merit rivals T’oegye’s monumental Sŏnghak sipto (Ten diagrams
on sage learning) and “Four-Seven Debate Letters”; however, as
a testament of T’oegye’s character, scholarship, and teaching, the
Chasŏngnok is of greater interest. The work engages with his holistic knowledge and experience of self-cultivation by articulating
textual and historical material on various key doctrines and ideas.
It is an inspiring practical guide that reveals the depth of T’oegye’s
learning and spirituality.
The present volume offers a fully annotated translation of
the Chasŏngnok. Following a groundbreaking discussion of
T’oegye’s life and ideas according to the Chasŏngnok and his other
major writings, it presents the core of his thought in six interrelated sections: “Philosophy of Principle,” “Human Nature and
Emotions,” “Against Buddhism and Daoism,” “True Learning,”
“Self-Cultivation,” and “Reverence and Spiritual Cultivation.” The
bibliography offers a current catalogue of primary sources and
modern works in Korean, Chinese, Japanese, and English. As the
first comprehensive study of the Chasŏngnok, this book is a welcome addition to current literature on Korean classics and East
Asian philosophy and religion. By presenting T’oegye’s thought-
provoking contributions, it sheds new light on the vitality of
Confucian wisdom, thereby affording scholars and students with
an excellent primary source for East Asian studies in general and
Confucian studies in particular.
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Making one’s way through the dense jungle of Old Japanese
poetry and prose can be a daunting and discouraging task because of the complex writing systems used during the Asuka
(550–710 CE) and Nara (710–789 CE) eras. The intricate script
is a bewildering mix of Chinese characters employed for their
semantic or phonetic value or as hints to other words—or even
for word games.
For the first time in English, this dictionary lists all 1,215
Chinese characters used as phonograms (ongana) or vernacular
characters (kungana) in Old Japanese texts. It brings together a
vast amount of data in relation to Chinese phonology: Old Chinese, Later Han Chinese, Middle Chinese, Sino-Japanese (both
Go-on and Kan-on), Sino-Korean, Sino-Vietnamese, and Chu
Nom. The entries contain examples from more than twenty Old
Japanese texts showing how each character was used and in what
context. Data from excavated wooden tablets, or slips (mokkan),
is included as well as a chart of all the graphs and where they appear in the cited material.
Students and scholars of Old Japanese writing and language
and those more widely interested in the culture and history of
pre-Heian Japan now have important linguistic and textual data
at their fingertips arranged by character to help them decipher
material from the ancient past.
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In Malaysia race is viewed not as an external attribute attached
to a person but rather as an innate characteristic. Starting from
this foundation, race and indigeneity have featured prominently
in Malaysian politics throughout the postwar era, influencing
both the civil status and property rights of broad sectors of the
population. Scientific opinion shapes Malaysian thinking about
the subject as do stereotypes, but much of the discussion rests on
concepts developed within the discipline of anthropology and
by the colonial administration in a process that dates back to the
early nineteenth century.
Taming the Wild examines the complex history of indigeneity
and racial thought in the Malay Peninsula and the role played
by the politics of knowledge in determining racial affinities, by
charting the progression of thought concerning “indigenous” or
“aboriginal” people. The author shows that the classifications of
“indigenous” and “Malay” depend on a mixture of cultural, social,
and religious knowledge that is compressed under the heading
“race” but differs according to the circumstances under which it
is produced and the uses to which it is put. By historicizing the
categorization of aborigines and British engagement with “aboriginal” groups in Malaya, Taming the Wild situates racial knowledge
within larger frames of anthropological and racial thought, and
highlights the persistence of nineteenth-century understandings
of indigeneity and Malayness in racial contestations in modern
Malaysia.
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Forging Islamic Power and Place charts the nineteenth-century
rise of a vast network of Islamic scholars stretching across
Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean to Arabia. Following the
political and military collapse of the tiny Sultanate of Patani
in what is now southern Thailand and northern Malaysia, a
displaced community of scholars led by Shaykh Dā’ūd bin ‘Abd
Allāh al-Fatānī regrouped in Mecca. In the years that followed,
al-Fatānī composed more than forty works that came to form the
basis for a new, text-based type of Islamic practice. Via a network
of scholars, students, and scribes, al-Fatānī’s writings made their
way back to Southeast Asia, becoming the core texts of emerging
pondok (Islamic schools) throughout the region. Islamic scholars
thus came to be the primary power brokers in the construction
of a new moral community, setting forth an intellectual wave that
spurred cultural identity, literacy, and a religious practice that
grew ever more central to daily life.
In Forging Islamic Power and Place Francis Bradley analyzes
the important role of this vibrant Patani knowledge network in
the formation of Islamic institutions of learning in Southeast
Asia. He makes use of an impressive range of sources, including official colonial documents, traveler accounts, missionary
writings, and above all, a trove of handwritten manuscripts in
Malay and Arabic, what remains of one of the most fertile zones
of knowledge production anywhere in the Islamic world at the
time. Writing against prevailing notions of Southeast Asia as the
passive recipient of the Islamic traditions of the Middle East,
Bradley shows how a politically marginalized community engineered its own cultural renaissance via the moral virility of the
Islamic scholarly tradition and the power of the written word. He
highlights how, in an age of rising colonial power, these knowledge producers moved largely unnoticed and unhindered between Southeast Asia and the Middle East, carrying out sweeping
cultural and religious change. His focus on Thailand’s so-called
“deep south,” which has been marginalized in scholarly studies
until recent times, helps lay the groundwork for a new generation
of scholarship on the region and furthers our understanding of
the present-day crisis in southern Thailand.
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Story Is a Vagabond
Selected Essays, Fiction, and Drama
by Intizar Husain
Edited by Frank Stewart
with Alok Ballah, Asif Farrukhi, and Nishat Zaidi
“Intizar Husain is perhaps the greatest living Urdu writer and his
genius rightly deserves a wider audience than just readers of Urdu or
Hindi fiction.” —Raza Rumi, Dawn
“There are many sides to Hussain: storyteller, journalist, public
intellectual, and mentor to many a writer. His wide-ranging oeuvre—
novels and short stories, columns and memoirs —chronicles the unresolved questions of identity, location and migration.”
—The Friday Times, Pakistan

art not final

“Intizar Husain is one of Pakistan’s—and South Asia’s—greatest living
writers.”—Pankaj Mishra

August 2015
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“Husain performs an act of civilizational memory and provides us with

Paper ISBN 9780824856472 $20.00

the fragments of a culture’s history that modernity has firmly set on

Mānoa 27:1 (2015)

the road to oblivion.”—Aamir R. Mufti
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One of Pakistan’s most distinguished writers, Intizar Husain was
born in India in 1923 and immigrated to Pakistan during the
Partition. An internationally acclaimed writer, critic, and translator, he has published seven volumes of short stories, four novels,
and a novella, as well as travelogues, memoirs, and critical essays.
Despite his importance to world literature for over six decades,
Husain’s writing is little known in English translation. Story Is a
Vagabond is the first collection in English to show the breadth of
his thoughtful, innovative, and compassionate work.
Intizar Husain’s numerous honors include the Yatra Award
(Harper Collins, India), Pride of Performance (Government of
Pakistan), Kamal-i-Fun Award (Government of Pakistan), Adabi
Award (Anjuman-i-Farogh-i-Urdu, India), ARY Gold Award,
Pakistan’s Sitara-e-Imtiaz (Star of Excellence), Lifetime Achievement Award from the Lahore Literary Festival, and France’s
Ordre des Arts et des Lettres. In 2013, he was short-listed for the
prestigious Man Book Prize in Fiction.
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The vibrant Swahili coast port city of Dar es Salaam—literally, the
“Haven of Peace”—hosts a population reflecting a legacy of long
relations with the Arabian Peninsula and a diaspora emanating in
waves from the Indian subcontinent. By the 1960s, after decades
of European imperial intrusions, Tanzanian nationalist forces had
peacefully dismantled the last British colonial structures of racial
segregation and put in place an official philosophy of nonracial
nationalism. Yet today, more than five decades after independence, race is still a prominent and publically contested subject
in Dar es Salaam. What makes this issue so dizzyingly elusive is
East A
 frica’s location on the Indian Ocean, a historic crossroads
of diverse peoples possessing varied ideas about how to reconcile
human difference, social belonging, and place of origin.
Based on a range of archival, oral, and newspaper sources
from Tanzania and India, this book explores the history of cross-
cultural encounters that shaped regional ideas of diaspora and
nationhood from the earliest days of colonial Tanganyika—when
Indian settlement began to expand dramatically—to present-day
Tanzania, a nation always under construction. The book focuses
primarily on two prominent city spaces, schools and cinemas:
one being a site of education, the other a site of leisure; one typically a programmatic entity of government, the other usually a
bastion of commercial enterprise. Nonetheless, the forces shaping
schools and cinemas as they developed into busy centers of urban social interaction were surprisingly similar. Whether in the
form of institutional apparatuses like networks of Indian teacher
importation and curricula adoption, or through the market predominance of the Indian film industry, schools and cinemas in
East Africa historically were influenced by actions and ideas from
around the Indian Ocean.
Ned Bertz argues that an Indian Ocean-wide perspective
enables an examination of the transnational production of ideas
about race against a backdrop of changing relationships and
claims of belonging as new notions of nationhood and diaspora
emerged. It bridges an academic divide, because historians often
either focus on the Indian diaspora in isolation or write it out of
the story of African nation building. Further, in contrast to the
swell of publications on global Indian or South Asian diasporas
that highlight longings for and contacts with the “homeland,” the
book also demonstrates that much of the creative production of
diasporic Indian identities formed in East Africa was a result of
local (albeit cosmopolitan) encounters across cities like Dar es
Salaam.
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200 Years of Contact and Change
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Tiny Niue lies alone in the southern Pacific, a single island with
formidable cliffs rising from the deep ocean. Far from the main
shipping routes and with a daunting reputation, “Savage Island”
did not naturally invite visitors. Yet Niue has a surprisingly rich
history of contact, from the brief landings by James Cook in 1774
to the nineteenth-century visits by whalers, traders, and missionaries, and into the twentieth century when New Zealand extended
its territory to include the Cook Islands and Niue.
Until now, this story had not been told. Using a wide range of
archival material from Niue, New Zealand, Australia, and Britain,
Margaret Pointer places Niue center stage in an entertaining
and thoroughly readable account of this island nation through
to 1974, when Niue became self-governing. The visual record is
as important as the written story, and many remarkable images
are published here for the first time. Together, text and images
unravel a fascinating and colorful Pacific story of Nukututaha, the
island that stands alone.

illustrations
Paper ISBN 9780824855864 $45.00s
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For sale only in North and South America, Asia, and
Pacific Island countries and territories
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christopher e. goscha

September 2015
562 pages, 6 x 9 in, 20 b&w illustrations
New in Paper ISBN 9780824856465 $49.00s
Also available in Cloth ISBN 9780824836047
$175.00s
Published in association with NIAS Press
For sale only in the U.S., its dependencies, Canada,
and Mexico

christopher e. goscha

This first historical dictionary in English of the Indochina War
provides the most comprehensive account to date of one of the
most important conflicts of the twentieth century. Over 1,600
entries offer in-depth, expert coverage of the war in all its dimensions.
Christopher Goscha adopts a path-breaking dual international and interdisciplinary approach. Thus readers will not only
find information on politics and military campaigns; they will
also discover the remarkable impact this war had on intellectual,
social, cultural, economic, and artistic domains in France, Indochina, and elsewhere. Indeed, rather than limiting the dictionary
to the French and their Vietnamese adversaries, Goscha explores
the internationalization of this conflict from its beginning in
September 1945 at Ba Dinh square in Hanoi to its end around the
Cold War conference table in Geneva in July 1954, also making
it clear that a myriad of non-communist Vietnamese, Lao, and
Cambodian nationalists were deeply involved in this war and its
outcome.
In addition to the individual entries, the dictionary contains
a succinct historical introduction, selected bibliography, maps,
illustrations, and tables. A massive work of outstanding scholarly
quality and lasting value, this is a reference tool that will be
invaluable for researchers, students, and anyone else hoping to
understand the complexity of this tragic conflict.

is associate professor of

international relations and Southeast Asian history
at the Université du Québec à Montréal.
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NEW IN
PAPERBACK

At Home and in the Field
Ethnographic Encounters in Asia and
the Pacific Islands
edited by suzanne s. finney, mary mostafanezhad,
guido carlo pigliasco, and forrest wade young
“The collection [serves] to introduce students to the serendipity,
ethics, and humanity of field research. . . . Their stories illustrate the
predicament of studying one’s own community, and this supplements
the challenges that all ethnographers typically face—making a fool of
oneself, culture shock, unintentional rudeness, misunderstandings,
and so on.” —Lamont Lindstrom, University of Tulsa

AUGUST 2015
352 pages, 6 x 9 in, 9 b&w illustrations
New in Paper ISBN 9780824853792 $28.00s
Also available in Cloth ISBN 9780824847593
$59.00s

suz anne s. finney

is president of the M
 aritime

Archaeology and H
 istory of the Hawaiian Islands
Foundation (MAHHI).
mary mostafanezhad

Crossing disciplinary boundaries, At Home and in the Field is
an anthology of twenty-first century ethnographic research and
writing about the global worlds of home and disjuncture in Asia
and the Pacific Islands. Unique in its inclusion of “homework”—
ethnography that directly engages with issues and identities in
which the ethnographer finds political solidarity and belonging
in fields at home—the anthology contributes to growing trends
that complicate the distinction between “insiders” and “outsiders.”
In its focus on Asia and the Pacific Islands, the collection offers
ethnographic updates on topics that range from ritual money
burning in China to the militarization of Hawai‘i to the cultural
power of robots in Japan. Thought provoking, sometimes humorous, these cultural encounters will resonate with readers and
provide valuable talking points for exploring the human diversity
that makes the study of ourselves and each other simultaneously
rewarding and challenging.

is assistant professor in

the Department of Geography at the University of
Hawai‘i at Mānoa.
guido carl o pigl iasco

is adjunct assistant pro-

fessor of anthropology at the University of Hawai‘i
at Mānoa and a foreign law consultant in the State
of Hawai‘i.
forrest wade young

is lecturer in a
 nthropology

and Pacific Island studies at the University of
Hawai‘i at Mānoa.
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publishing partners

Maė ori Carving

Maė ori Weaving

Marae

The Art of Recording Māori History

The Art of Creating Māori Textiles

The Heart of Māori Culture

huia publishers

huia publishers

huia publishers

This photograph-rich book shows and describes the
process of carving, covering the types of materials
and tools used, the carving strokes and surface
patterns, and different regional styles. The carved
items range from meeting houses to musical instruments, waka (canoes), storehouses, weapons and
ceremonial items, such as boxes and staffs, and gives
detailed information on the carving of wharenui
(meeting houses).

Detailed photographs show the steps in selecting,
preparing and weaving flax. Throughout the book,
Māori traditional stories and concepts about weaving are told, giving a rich picture of the place of
weaving in Māori culture.

This book is a comprehensive yet concise guide to the
marae, including the space and how it is arranged, the
buildings on a marae, the functions of and gatherings
held at marae, and the cultural understandings and values underpinning marae custom and protocol.

June 2015

June 2015

44 pages, 6 x 9 in, 40 illustrations

48 pages, 6 x 9 in, 40 illustrations

Paper ISBN 9781775501923 $15.00s

Paper ISBN 9781775501947 $15.00s

Geothermal Treasures

Arohanui

Meariki

Māori Living with Heat and Steam

Revenge of the Fey

The Quest for the Truth

huia publishers

helen pearse-otene

helen pearse-otene

In this book, Māori traditional stories, understandings, and history stand alongside geothermal
science in an exploration of the thermal phenomena of the Volcanic Plateau. The text provides
information about the natural history of the area,
its formation, and its significance to Māori.

illustrated by andrew burdan

illustrated by andrew burdan
This graphic novel depicts the stories of Meariki, a
slave who serves a chief ’s only daughter, Hineamuru.
When Hineamuru is abducted by a warlock, Meariki
and Pehi, a young warrior and Hineamuru’s lover, go
on a hazardous journey to rescue Hineamuru.

48 pages, 6 x 9 in, 38 illustrations

Part of The Matawehi Fables or Nga Waituhi o
Matawehi series, this graphic novel is the story of two
hostile tribes. In the midst of the conflict, two lovers
from opposing tribes, Kahu and Kuratawhiti, plan
to bring their warring tribes together through their
marriage. But tragedy looms as Kahu must defend his
beloved Kuratawhiti.

Paper ISBN 9781775501930 $15.00s

May 2015

Paper ISBN 9781775501718 $19.00s

June 2015
54 pages, 6 x 9 in, 72 illustrations
Paper ISBN 9781775501916 $15.00s

June 2015

May 2015
52 pages, 6 x 9 in, color illustrations

44 pages, 6 x 9 in, color illustrations
Paper ISBN 9781775501664 $19.00s
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publishing partners

Ma- ori-Polynesian
Comparative Dictionary

Ho‘oulu

Monarchy in Hawaii

Our Time of Becoming

john dominis holt

collected by edward tregear

manulani aluli meyer

This dictionary, collected by Edward

“This philosophy of ancient is modern,

some of Hawaii’s more well-known royal

Robert Tregear and published in 1891,

which provides the foundation of

lineages. The images provided include

contains entries in Māori, Tahitian,

Hawaii’s indigenous education move-

portraits of the Hawaiian monarchy

Samoan, Tongan, Hawaiian, Raratongan,

ment, is validated by Dr. Manulani

by Louis Choris, Robert Dampier, and

Marquesan, Magarevan, Paumotan, and

Meyer’s research in Hawaiian episte-

Fredda Holt.

Morimori. With helpful pronunciation

mology, which substantiates that mod-

and additional contextual information,

ern Hawaiian models of educations

it is a great help to linguists, historians,

must reflect, respect and embrace

researchers, and academics.

Hawaiian cultural values, philosophies
and ideologies.” —Dr. Ku- Kahakalau

This text provides a brief overview of

2014
706 pages, 6.5 x 9.75 in
Cloth ISBN 9781883528416 $48.00
‘Ai Pōhaku Press

This text gathers the writings and ruminations of Dr. Manulani Aluli Meyer.
The collected writings culminate in an
unedited version of her doctoral thesis
on Native Hawaiian epistemology.
November 2016
236 pages, 6 x 9 in, 6 b&w illustrations
Paper ISBN 9781883528249 $19.00s
‘Ai Pōhaku Press
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N ative Boo ks

1995
78 pages, 6 x 9 in, 22 b&w illustrations
Paper ISBN 9780914916000 $7.00s
Ku Pa‘a Publishing

publishing partners

Paniolo

Waimea Summer

joseph brennan

john dominis holt

Ranching became an important industry in Hawai‘i
and was largely possible through the skills of the
paniolo (cowboys) who learned them well from
their Mexican tutors.

ernest s. dodge

Paper ISBN 9780914916390 $9.95

Written by John Dominis Holt, this important
novel explores two cultures merged in the life of the
protagonist. A young boy finds himself on a ranch
in Waimea, trying to make sense of the differences
in class and peoples as he himself realizes the great
divide between the Western and Native Hawaiian
identities that he comes from.

Ku Pa‘a Publishing

1976

1995

200 pages, 5 x 8 in

190 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 in, 37 b&w illustrations

Cloth ISBN 9780914916123 $16.95

Paper ISBN 9780914916345 $12.95

Paper ISBN 9780914916130 $12.95

Ku Pa‘a Publishing

1978
164 pages, 6 x 9 in, 31 b&w illustrations

Hawaiian and
Other Polynesian Gourds
This reprint of a comprehensive text on gourds has
been used by ethnologists, botanists, horticulturists, and gardeners. It can be used as a reference
for growers interested in developing new varieties
or hoping to use the crop for creative or cultural
purposes.

Ku Pa‘a Publishing

Na- Wahi Kapu o Maui

Kaho‘olawe

kapulani landgraf

Nā Leo O Kanaloa

introduction by kihei de silva

photographs by wayne levin, rowland b. reeve,

Fast-paced economic and social changes have made it increasingly important to learn about, protect, and preserve Hawaiian
cultural sites. This volume by Kapulani Landgraf documents
geographical, cultural, and archaeological features within the
twelve traditional land divisions of Maui. The beautiful fullpage images are accompanied by translated Hawaiian verse.

franco salmoiraghi, and david ulrich
The photos in this volume explore a rich and complex history of one of
Hawaii’s uninhabited islands. For many years, supporters have worked to heal
this island, which was used as a military test site for many years.
1995
136 pages, 11.25 x 10.5 in, 109 color and b&w illustrations

2003

Paper ISBN 9781883528027 $38.00

230 pages, 11.25 x 10.5 in, 114 b&w illustrations

‘Ai Pōhaku Press

Cloth ISBN 9781883528225 $40.00
‘Ai Pōhaku Press
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publishing partners

Community, Commons
and Natural Resource
Management in Asia

Sites, Bodies and Stories

Asianisms

Imagining Indonesian History

Regionalist Interactions and Asian
Integration

edited by haruka yanagisawa

bambang purwanto, and

edited by marc frey

Through case studies from Japan, Korea, Thailand,
India and Bhutan, this volume examines attitudes
toward common-pool resources in different local
contexts, with a particular emphasis on forests and
policies relating to environmental conservation.

henk schulte nordholt

and N icola Spakowski
This book investigates the multifarious discursive and
material constructions of Asia within the region and in
the West. It reconstructs regional constellations, intersections, and relations in their national, transnational,
and global contexts.

264 pages, 6 x 9 in

This text examines the intimate links between history
and heritage as they have developed in postcolonial Indonesia. Sites discussed in the book include
Borobudur in Central Java, a village in Flores built
around megalithic formations, and ancestral houses
in Alor.

Paper ISBN 9789971698539 $36.00s

July 2015

312 pages, 6 x 9 in

264 pages, 6 x 9 in

Paper ISBN 9789971698591 $36.00s

edited by susan legêne, 

July 2015

October 2015

Paper ISBN 9789971698577 $36.00s

Malaysia’s
Original People

Islam and Politics
in Indonesia

Past, Present and Future of

The Masyumi Party between
Democracy and Integralism

Tall Tales and
MisAdventures of a
Young Westernized
Oriental Gentleman

rÉmy madinier; Translated

goh poh seng

by Jeremy Desmond

Goh Poh Seng tells of his adventures
as a young Asian student in Ireland
during the 1950s. Brought up in postwar Kuala Lumpur, the impressionable
young man finds himself transported
to a totally different milieu and
culture.

the Orang Asli
edited by kirk endicott
The chapters in the present volume
provide a comprehensive survey of
current understandings of Malaysia’s
Orang Asli communities, covering
their origins and history, cultural similarities and differences, and the ways
they are responding to the challenges
posed by a rapidly changing world.
October 2015
464 pages, 6 x 9 in
Paper ISBN 9789971698614 $34.00s

This book examines the Masyumi
Party from its roots in early twentieth-century Muslim reformism to
its contemporary legacy, and offers a
perspective on political Islam which
provides an alternative to the more
widely studied model of Middle
Eastern Islam.

July 2015
214 pages, 6 x 9 in
Paper ISBN 9789971696344 $20.00s

July 2015
560 pages, 6 x 9 in
Paper ISBN 9789971698430 $40.00s
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The ASEAN Charter
A Commentary
walter woon
The ASEAN Charter, which came into
force in 2008, provides ASEAN’s legal
status and institutional framework. In
effect, it is a legally binding agreement
among the ten ASEAN Member
States. This publication helps readers
navigate the ambiguities of the Charter
by detailing an insider’s background of
the debates that went into the making
of the ASEAN Charter.
October 2015
360 pages, 6 x 9 in
Cloth ISBN 9789971698676 $42.00s

publishing partners

Promises and Predicaments
Trade and Entrepreneurship in Colonial
and Independent Indonesia in the 19th
and 20th Centuries
edited by alicia schrikker
and jeroen touwen
In this volume, the authors deal with entrepreneurship within different ethnic groups, resource drains
from exporting regions, and connections between
an export economy and mass poverty in Indonesia.
February 2015

ariel heryanto
This volume critically examines what
media and screen culture reveal about
the ways urban-based Indonesians
attempted to redefine their identity in
the first decade of this century.
2014
268 pages, 6 x 9 in
Paper ISBN 9789971698218 $32.00s

Of Whales and Dinosaurs
The Story of Singapore’s Natural
History Museum

In Museums, History and Culture in Malaysia, Abu
Talib Ahmad examines museum displays throughout the country, and uses textual analysis of museum publications along with interviews with serving
and retired museum officers to evaluate changing
approaches to exhibits and the tensions that they
express, or sometimes create.

kevin y. l. tan

May 2015

June 2015

Paper ISBN 9789971698195 $30.00s

Paper ISBN 9789971698515 $38.00s

The Politics of Indonesian
Screen Culture

abu talib ahmad

344 pages, 6 x 9 in

352 pages, 6 x 9 in

Identity and Pleasure

Museums, History and Culture
in Malaysia

State and Finance in
the Philippines, 1898–
1941
The Mismanagement
of an American Colony
yoshiko nagano
Based on detailed archival research,
Yoshiko Nagano argues that the 191922 financial crisis in the Philippines
was caused by a mismanagement of
currency reserves and irregularities
in foreign exchange operations by
American officials.

This book is not only an institutional history of
the museum but also tells the story of the frustrations, commitment and courage of the numerous
individuals who battled officialdom, innovated
endlessly, and overcame the odds to protect
Singapore’s natural history heritage.
304 pages, 6.5 x 9.25 in
Cloth ISBN 9789971698553 $40.00s

The Peasant Robbers of
Kedah, 1900–1929
Historical and
Folk Perceptions

Jacques de Coutre’s
Singapore and Johor
1594–c.1625
edited by

cheah boon kheng

peter borschberg

This innovative volume broke new
ground in Malaysian studies when it first
appeared in 1988. It is now reissued.

The Flemish gem trader Jacques de
Coutre visited Southeast Asia in the
early 17th century, and his lengthy
account of his experiences provides
a glimpse of Singapore, Johor, and
the Straits of Melaka during an era
for which little written material has
survived.

May 2015
200 pages, 6 x 9 in
Paper ISBN 9789971696757 $34.00s

May 2015

May 2015

272 pages, 6 x 9 in

144 pages, 6 x 9 in

Paper ISBN 9789971698416 $32.00s

Paper ISBN 9789971698522 $15.00s
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publishing partners

Cultivating Gender

Tuked Rini, Cosmic Traveller

China’s Contested Internet

Meanings of Place and Work
in Rural Vietnam

Life and Legend in the Heart
of Borneo

edited by yang guobin

cecilia bergstedt

monica janowski

By exploring in detail the lived reality of
Vietnamese rural life, the author offers important
insights into place, work, and (not least) what
constitutes femininity and masculinity in Vietnam
today.

In a sumptuous new hardcover edition, this innovative and visually engaging study with companion
website presents a legend from Borneo whose
bold narrative and striking illustrations will appeal
to many.

December 2015

August 2015

240 pages, 6 x 9 in, 5 maps/illustrations

182 pages, 8 x 9.8 in, 300+ illustrations

Cloth ISBN 9788776941796 $80.00s

Cloth ISBN 9788776941819 $80.00s

Paper ISBN 9788776941802 $29.00s

Paper ISBN 9788776941307 $32.00s

UNESCO in
Southeast Asia
World Heritage Sites in
Comparative Perspective

An exploration of the Chinese Internet based on
first-hand research and original data, this captivating volume covers hackerspaces, online activism,
diaosi, weiguan, censorship of Internet fiction, the
government presence on Weibo, and much more.
August 2015
340 pages, 6 x 9 in, 100+ illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9788776941758 $80.00s

End of Empire
One Hundred Days in 1945 that
Changed Asia and the World
edited by david p.

edited by victor t. king

chandleR, robert cribb,

How UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites
are selected, the consequences of
inscription, and how tourists and locals
relate to heritage are among the issues
covered by this fascinating collection.

and li narangoa

Paper ISBN 9788776941765 $25.00

Catalogue of Tibetan
Mandalas and Other
Images
Texts, Initiation Cards and Prayer
Flags in the Royal Library and
National Museum, Copenhagen

This work charts 100 days of dreams,
drama and turmoil across eastern
Asia at the end of World War II; combining daily events with commentary,
photographs, maps and personal
accounts, and linked to real-time
online ‘broadcasts’ of daily events.

anne burchardi

Cloth ISBN 9788776941734 $80.00s

August 2015

Paper ISBN 9788776941741 $32.00s

340 pages, 9 x 11 in, 200+ illustrations

304 pages, 6 x 9 in, 50+ illustrations

Cloth ISBN 9788776941727 $200.00s

July 2015
384 pages, 6 x 9 in, 300+ maps/
illustrations

This visually stunning catalogue presents
c. 300 remarkable iconographical materials
and texts held in Danish collections. These
play a central role in the performance of
Buddhist and shamanistic rituals.
December 2015

Cloth ISBN 9788776941826 $80.00s
Paper ISBN 9788776941833 $25.00s
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King Norodom’s Head
Phnom Penh Sights Beyond
the Guidebooks
steven w. boswell
King Norodom’s Head deals with sights
in and about Phnom Penh rarely dealt
with in guidebooks and other works
about the city. Each chapter centers on
a site that can be visited, someplace or
something that can be seen and often
touched.
October 2015
320 pages, 6 x 9 in, 200+ maps/
illustrations
Cloth ISBN 9788776941772 $80.00s
Paper ISBN 9788776941789 $25.00s

publishing partners

100 Thimbles in a Box

Essentials of S
 elf-Cultivation

Korean Handicrafts

The Spirit and Beauty of Korean
Handicrafts

Dharma Instructions by Master Daesan

Arts in Everyday Life

prime dharma master daesan

seoul selection editorial team

debbi kent and joan suwalsky

Essentials of Self-Cultivation is a collection of dharma
instructions that presents ordinary readers with the
right path for life and guides people who seek awakening to the truth on their journey to communion with it.

This book was written as an introduction to
Korean handicrafts and the manner in which they
have captured Korea’s unique culture and way of
life over the millennia.

May 2015

2014

236 pages, 5.9 x 7.9 in

108 pages, 5.4 x 7 in

Paper ISBN 9781624120282 $20.00s

Paper ISBN 9788997639540 $14.00s

The stunning beauty of 44 of Korea’s traditional
crafts—sorted into ceramics, fiber arts, paper, inlay,
metal, wood, and painting—is presented in detail
with over 400 pictures. This is the first Englishlanguage guide that brings these diverse genres
together in a single volume.
2014
168 pages, 11 x 8.6 in
Paper ISBN 9781624120268 $39.00s

Korea’s Historic
Clans

Korean Wines
& Spirits

The Mountain Rats

Family Traditions of the
Jongga

Drinks That Warm
the Soul

lee yeonja and kim mira

robert koehler

This volume reviews the history of
jongga, a family that can trace its
line of progenitors back to a single
distinguished ancestor. Many
families have preserved this tradition even through the turbulence
of Korean modern history and
the prevalence of nuclear family
culture brought on by industrialization.

This volume looks at the history
of alcoholic beverages in Korean
culture as social practice, medicine, and sacred rites.

boklim choi

2014
100 pages, 5.4 x 7 in
Paper ISBN 9788997639526

This collection of short stories
from a Korean-American
journalist gives voice to an
underrepresented narrative of
American life for a first-generation Korean immigrant.

A Journey of Self-Discovery
choi ho-sung

2014

This book uses simple terms to
explain the meaning of the rituals
that one may encounter at a temple stay and gives insight into the
history, philosophy, and practices
of Korean Buddhism.

212 pages, 5 x 7.5 in

2014

Paper ISBN 9781624120305

112 pages, 5.4 x 7 in

$17.00s

Paper ISBN 9788997639496
$14.00s

$14.00s

2014
112 pages, 5.4 x 7 in
Paper ISBN 9788997639533
$14.00s

Temple Stay
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publishing partners

Portrait of a Suburbanite

In Spring the Dawn

Voices of Taiwanese Women

Poems of Choi Seung-ja

Sei Shōnagon’s Makura no sōshi
(The Pillow Book) and the Poetics of
Amusement

Three Contemporary Plays

translated by eunju kim
This volume is a translation of Choi Seung-ja’s
1991 anthology titled Portrait of a Suburbanite.
Published in the series of “100 Prominent Korean
Poets” by Mirae Press, the poems were selected
from four of Choi’s previous works.

naomi fukumori

224 pages, 6 x 9 in

Fukumori argues that the process of literary canonization has stripped Makura no sōshi of the very
contexts that provide literary cohesion to its myriad
contents. It traces the history of the work’s reception that has obfuscated its political dimension.

Cloth ISBN 9781939161536 $25.00s

October 2015

October 2015

edited by john B. weinstein
This anthology presents three new translations
representing an aspect of modern Asian drama as
yet unavailable to readers in English: the community-based theaters of Taiwan, working in Chinese
languages beyond Mandarin.
August 2015
180 pages, 6 x 9 in
Cloth ISBN 9781939161574 $35.00s
Paper ISBN 9781939161772 $20.00s

300 pages, 6 x 9 in
Cloth ISBN 9781939161567 $45.00s

1943

Still Hear the Wound

Reading Wang Wenxing

China at the Crossroads

Toward an Asia, Politics, and Art to Come

Critical Essays

edited by joseph esherick

EDITED BY LEE CHONGHWA, 

edited by shu-ning sciban

and matthew combs

translated BY rebecca jennison

and ihor pidhainy

In 1943, in the middle of World War II, the Allies
renounced the unequal treaties, Chiang Kai-shek
wrote China’s Destiny and met with Roosevelt and
Churchill at Cairo, and Mme Chiang made her
memorable trip to the United States.

and brett de bary

This is the first book-length study in English
offering biographic, cultural, textual, literary, and
linguistic readings of Wang Wenxing's work. The
essays cover his writing principles, typology of
characters, analysis of lexicon, employment of
stream-of-consciousness, musicality, relationship to
Modernist writers of the West, relationship to Lu
Xun, and issues of translation.

400 pages, 6 x 9 in, 400+ illustrations

This collection introduces English language readers
for the first time to work by an emerging group of
critics and artists addressing the legacies of colonial
violence in present-day Japan. The volume contains
translated essays, and an accompanying DVD with
artist interviews.

Cloth ISBN 9781939161604 $45.00s

November 2015

October 2015

200 pages, 6 x 9 in

November 2015

Cloth ISBN 9781939161611 $35.00s

408 pages, 6 x 9 in

Paper ISBN 9781939161819 $25.00s

Cloth ISBN 9781939161581 $45.00s
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The Abe Experiment
and the Future of Japan

Anjin—the Life and Times
of Samurai William Adams,
1564–1620

Don’t Repeat History
junji banno and jiro yamaguchi,

A Japanese Perspective

translated by arthur stockwin

hiromi rogers

This text records a wide-ranging dialogue between
two eminent Japanese scholars—Banno, a political
historian and Yamaguchi, a political scientist—
regarding Japan’s modern political history, with
particular emphasis on what they perceive as disturbing parallels between the 1930s and the recent
policy trajectory, in which relations with Japan’s
immediate neighbors have seriously deteriorated.

The author delves deep into the cultural context
facing Englishman William Adams in what is one of
the great examples of assimilation into the highest
reaches of a foreign culture. Her access to Japanese
sources takes the reader closer to a definitive record
of Adams’ life as a high-ranking samurai and his
grandstand view of the collision of cultures.

October 2015

240 pages, 5.75 x 8.75 in, 12 black & white plates

192 pages, 5.75 x 8.75 in

Cloth ISBN 9781898823223 $35.00s

My Shanghai, 1942–1946
A Novel
keiko itoh
Partly biographical—the author taking inspiration
from her mother’s own war experiences in China—
My Shanghai, 1942–1946 provides a f ascinating
insight into the Asia Pacific War as never told
before, through the eyes of a young Japanese
woman caught between her Christian values and
loyalty to her country.
November 2015
360 pages, 5.75 x 8.75 in
Cloth ISBN 9781898823230 $30.00s

October 2015

Cloth ISBN 9781898823216 $30.00s
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Seibold’s Daughter

Farewell Valley

A Novel

A Novel

akira yoshimura

im ch’o-ru

translated by richard rubinger

translated by jennifer m. lee

Set against the political drama of Japan’s nineteenth-century transition to a modern state,
Yoshimura Akira tells the compelling story of the
first Western trained female physician in Japan and
the obstacles she faced as a mixed blood child in
pre-modern Japan.
October 2015

Divided into four seasons, each represented by a
different character, Farewell Valley is a novel in
which death and suffering are a recurring motif
and historical events are central to the story. The
longest chapter is set during World War II, when
the central character is sent to Manchuria as a
comfort woman.

550 pages, 6 x 9 in

November 2015

Cloth ISBN 9781937385958 $45.00s

180 pages, 6 x 9 in

Mystic, Shaman, Oracle, Priest
(MYSHOP)
Prayer without Words
michael R. saso

Cloth ISBN 9781937385989 $45.00s

Mystic, Shaman, Oracle, Priest (MYSHOP) is the
result of more than 40 years of field experience and
research, teaching, and class notes for a course on
Comparative Spirituality, taught for the religion
department at the University of Hawai‘i Mānoa.

Paper ISBN 9781937385972 $23.00s

May 2015
224 pages, 6 x 9 in, 16 illustrations
Paper ISBN 9781624074059 $20.00s
Sino-Asian Institute of America
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journals

Archives of Asian Art

Asian Perspectives

Asian Theatre Journal

Stanley Abe, editorial board chair

The Journal of Archaeology for Asia

Kathy Foley, editor

A semiannual journal devoted to the arts of South,
Southeast, Central, and East Asia. Available online
through Project Muse and archived in JSTOR.
Volume 65 (2015)
All countries
Institutions: $160.00
Individuals: $60.00
ISSN: 0066-6637

and the Pacific
Laura Junker and Mike Carson, editors
A leading archaeological journal published
semiannually. Available online through
Project Muse.

Dedicated to the performing arts of Asia, both traditional and modern. Available online through Project
Muse and archived in JSTOR.
Volume 32 (2015)
All countries
Institutions: $160.00

Volume 54 (2015)

Individuals: $40.00

All countries

ISSN: 0742–5457

Institutions: $120.00;
Individuals: $40.00
ISSN: 0066–8435

Azalea
Journal of Korean Literature and Culture
David R. McCann, editor
Aims to promote Korean literature among Englishlanguage readers. Available online through Project
Muse.
Volume 8 (2015)
USA/Canada: $30.00
Other countries: $45.00 (Air Mail Only)
ISSN: 1939–6120

Biography

Buddhist-Christian Studies

An Interdisciplinary Quarterly

Terry Muck and Rita Gross, editors

Cynthia Franklin, Craig Howes,

A forum for well-considered biographical scholarship.
Available online through Project Muse.

Individual subscriptions are also available through
membership in the Society for Buddhist-Christian
Studies (SBCS), c/o Harry Wells, Humboldt State
University, 1 Harpst St., Arcata, CA, 95521. Available
online through Project Muse and archived in JSTOR.

Volume 38 (2015)

Volume 35 (2015)

All countries

All countries

Institutions: $100.00

Institutions: $60.00

and John Zuern, editors

Individuals: $40.00

Individuals: $30.00

ISSN: 0162–4962

ISSN: 0882–0945
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journals

China Review International

The Contemporary Pacific

Cross-Currents

A Journal of Reviews of Scholarly Literature
in Chinese Studies

A Journal of Island Affairs

East Asian History and Culture Review

Terence Wesley-Smith, editor

Sungtaek Cho and Wen-hsin Yeh, editors

A semiannual journal that provides comprehensive
coverage of the Pacific Islands region. Available online
through Project Muse.

Cross-Currents offers its readers up-to-date research
findings, emerging trends, and cutting-edge
perspectives on East Asian history and culture.
Available online through Project MUSE.

Roger T. Ames, editor
Presents reviews of recently published China-related
books and monographs. Available online through
Project Muse.
Volume 22 (2015)

Volume 26 (2015)
Pacific Islands (other than Hawai‘i,

Volume 4 (2015)

New Zealand, and Australia)—

All countries

Institutions: $50.00; individuals: $30.00

Institutions: $40.00; individuals: $25.00

Institutions: $150.00

All countries, print version—$100.00

USA/Other countries—Inst.: $100.00; indiv.: $35.00

Individuals: $50.00

ISSN: 1069–5834

ISSN: 1043–898X

ISSN 2158-9666

All countries, PDF version—

Hawaiian Journal of History

Journal of Korean Religions

Journal of World History

John Clark and Linda K. Menton, editors

Seong-nae Kim and Don Baker, editors

Fabio López Lázaro, editor

Journal of Korean Religions is the only Englishlanguage academic journal dedicated to the study
of Korean religions. It aims to stimulate interest in
and research on Korean religions across a range of
disciplines in the humanities and social sciences.
Available online through Project Muse.

Individual subscription is through membership in
the World History Association <www.thewha.org>.
Available online through Project Muse and archived
in JSTOR.

The Hawaiian Journal of History, first published
in 1967, is an annual scholarly journal devoted
to original articles on the history of Hawai‘i,
Polynesia, and the Pacific area.
Volume 49 (2015)
All countries
Institutions: $30.00
ISBN: 978-0-945048-28-2
Published by the University of Hawai‘i Press for the
Hawaiian Historical Society
Individual subscription is through membership in
the Hawaiian Historical Society

Volume 26 (2015)
All countries—Inst.: $160.00

Volume 6 (2015)

Individuals: Contact www.thewha.org

All countries

for subscription information.

Institutions: $160.00

ISSN: 1045–6007

Individuals: $80.00
ISSN: 2167-2040
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journals

Korean Studies
Min-Sun Kim, editor
Furthers scholarship on Korea by providing a forum
for discourse on timely subjects. Available online
through Project Muse and archived in JSTOR.
Volume 39 (2015)
All countries
Institutions: $50.00
Individuals: $30.00
ISSN: 0145-840X

Language Documentation
and Conservation

Ma-noa

Nicholas Thieberger, editor

Frank Stewart, editor

A fully refereed, open-access journal sponsored
by the National Foreign Language Resource
Center and published exclusively in electronic
form by the University of Hawai‘i Press. The
journal is available at www.nflrc.hawaii
.edu/ldc.

An award-winning literary review published twice
yearly. Available online through Project Muse and
archived in JSTOR.

Volume 9 (2015)

A Pacific Journal of International Writing

Volume 27 (2015)
All countries—Institutions: $50.00;
Individuals: $30.00
ISSN: 1045-7909

Open Access Journal
ISSN: 1934-5275

Oceanic Linguistics

Pacific Science

Philosophy East and West

John Lynch, editor

A Quarterly Devoted to the Biological and
Physical Sciences of the Pacific Region

A Quarterly of Comparative Philosophy

Dedicated to the study of indigenous languages
of the Oceanic area and parts of Southeast Asia.
Available online through Project Muse and
archived in JSTOR.

Curtis Daehler, editor

All countries

Individual subscriptions are also available through
membership in the Pacific Science Association, 1525
Bernice Street, Honolulu, HI 96817. Available online
through BioOne.

Institutions: $120.00

Volume 69 (2015)

Volume 54 (2015)

Individuals: $40.00
ISSN: 0029–8115

Roger T. Ames, editor
Promotes academic literacy on non-Western traditions of philosophy. Available online through Project
Muse and archived in JSTOR.
Volume 65 (2015)
All countries
Institutions: $160.00

All countries

Individuals: $50.00

Institutions: $100.00

ISSN: 0031–8221

Individuals: $50.00
ISSN: 0030–8870
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journals

journals

Review of Japanese
Culture and Society

U.S.–Japan Women’s Journal

Yearbook of the APCG

Sally A. Hastings, editors

Noriko Mizuta, editor

Coproduced by the Josai International Center
for the Promotion of Art and Science and the
Purdue University Department of History, this
semiannunal fosters the comparative study of
women’s issues in the U.S., Japan, and other
countries.

Association of Pacific Coast
Geographers

Published annually in English by Jōsai
International Center for the Promotion of Art
and Science at Jōsai University, the Review
brings together Japanese and non-Japanese
scholars on a range of issues related to Japanese
culture. Each issue also includes an original
translation of a Japanese short story.

Numbers 47-48 (2014)
All countries
Institutions: $70.00

Volume 27 (2015)
All countries

Individuals: $35.00

Institutions: $30.00

ISSN 1059-9770

Individuals: $25.00
ISSN 0913-4700

James W. Craine, Editor
Founded in 1935, the APCG has a rich history
of promoting geographical education and
research. Its Yearbook includes abstracts of
papers from its annual meetings, a selection
of full-length peer-reviewed a rticles, and book
reviews. Since 1952 the APCG has also been
the Pacific Coast Regional Division (including Hawai‘i) of the Association of American
Geographers. Individual subscription is by
membership in the APCG. Available in the
Project MUSE database of e lectronic journals.
Volume 77 (2015)
All countries
Institutions: $20.00
ISSN: 0066-9628

Ordering & Shipping Journals
NB: Rates, quoted for one year, include

Phone: toll free 1-888-UHPRESS, or 1-808-956-8833

surface shipping. To order any journal,

Fax toll free 1-800-650-7811, or 1-808-988-6052

or for further inquiries, contact:

Toll free in North America only
uhpjourn@hawaii.edu

University of Hawai‘i Press
Journals Department

Visit our web site at www.uhpress.hawaii.edu/journals/

2840 Kolowalu St.

For details on Project Muse, visit: muse.jhu.edu/

Honolulu, HI 96822-1888

For details on JSTOR, visit: www.jstor.org/
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Integrated Korean from KLEAR Textbooks

The w or ld’s leading Kor ean l a n gu a ge t e x t b o o k s er ie s .
Learn more at www.kleartextbook.com

Integrated Korean:
Beginning 1 (2nd ed)

Integrated Korean:
Intermediate 2 (2nd ed)

Integrated Korean:
Beginning 2 (2nd ed)

Integrated Korean: 
Advanced Intermediate 1

Textbook ISBN 9780824834401 $28.00
Workbook ISBN 9780824834500 $20.00

Textbook ISBN 9780824835156 $28.00
Workbook ISBN 9780824835163 $20.00

Integrated Korean:
Intermediate 1 (2nd ed)

Textbook ISBN 9780824836504 $31.00
Workbook ISBN 9780824836511 $25.00

Textbook ISBN 9780824838133 $35.00
Workbook ISBN 9780824838676 $25.00

Textbook ISBN 9780824825683 $29.00

Integrated Korean: 
Advanced Intermediate 2

Textbook ISBN 9780824825263 $29.00

Integrated Korean: 
Advanced 2

Textbook ISBN 9780824827779 $30.00

Integrated Korean:
High Advanced 1

Textbook ISBN 9780824825690 $32.00

Integrated Korean:
High Advanced 2

Textbook ISBN 9780824825805 $32.00

Integrated Korean: 
Advanced 1

Textbook ISBN 9780824827519 $30.00
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language learning

Remembering the Kanji

A Complete Course on How Not to Forget the Meaning and Writing of Japanese Characters
james W. Heisig

Updated to include the 196 new kanji approved by the Japanese government in 2010 as “general use” kanji,
the sixth edition of this popular text aims to provide students with a simple method for correlating the
writing and the meaning of Japanese characters in such a way as to make them both easy to remember.
Volume 1 (6th ed): ISBN 9780824835927 $34.00
Volume 2 (4th ed): ISBN 9780824836696 $32.00
Volume 3 (3th ed): ISBN 9780824837020 $34.00

Fundamental Spoken Chinese

Let’s Speak Indonesian

Fundamental Spoken Chinese introduces most of the basic
grammatical patterns of modern spoken Mandarin in a carefully
planned, graduated fashion.

Ellen Rafferty, et al.

Berbahasa Indonesia

Robert Sanders and Nora Yao

Volume 1: ISBN 9780824834791 $27.00
Volume 2: ISBN 9780824834807 $27.00

ISBN 9780824831561 $39.00

Indonesian Grammar in Context

Fundamental Written Chinese

Asyik Berbahasa Indonesia

NORA YAO, MARGARET LEE, AND ROBERT SANDERS

Volume 1: ISBN 9780824834784 $27.00
Volume 2: ISBN 9780824835743 $29.00

Fundamental Written Chinese teaches both mastery of individual
characters and reading comprehension.

Volume 3: ISBN 9780824835750 $32.00

ISBN 9780824831578 $39.00
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U.S. Sales Representation
Hawai‘i
Royden Muranaka
University of Hawai‘i Press
Sales Manager
808-956-6214 tel
808-988-6052 fax
royden@hawaii.edu
We s t Coast
Nevada, California, Arizona

Nancy Suib
510-482-2303 tel
510-482-8573 fax
nancy.suib@gmail.com
Pamela Sheppard
714-484-1333 tel/fax
hand.pams@gmail.com
Jock Hayward
415-383-3883 tel/fax
hand.hayward@yahoo.com

NO R T HWEST

Southeast

Alaska, Idaho, Montana,

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, M
 ississippi,

Oregon, Washington

North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,

R O C K IES

Virginia, West Virginia

Colorado, New Mexico, Utah,
Wyoming

George Carroll
425-922-1045 tel
425-671-0362 fax
geocarroll@earthlink.net

Kevin Monahan
919-593-0023 tel
919-682-0218 fax
kevin.monahan856@gmail.com
M i d - At l a n t i c
Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania (Eastern), Washington, D.C.

Mi dw es t
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
Ohio, Pennsylvania (Western),
South Dakota, Wisconsin

Trim Associates
Carol Timkovich
773-239-4295 tel
888-334-6986 fax
ctimkovich@msn.com
Martin Granfield
262-942-1153 tel/fax
mxgranfield@aol.com

David K. Brown
212-924-2520 tel
212-924-2505 fax
davkeibro@me.com
Jay Bruff
215-389-0995 tel/fax
jaybruff@earthlink.net
New England
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont

Bill Palizzolo
603-746-3547 tel/fax
billp@nepubreps.com
Ray Chateauneuf
412-530-1307 tel
rayc@nepubreps.com

Foreign Sales Representation
As ia and the Pacific

C a n a da

United Kingdom,

including Australia and New Zealand

Books are stocked in Canada

c o n t i n e n ta l E u r o p e ,

East-West Export Books (EWEB)

Scholarly Book Services

c/o University of Hawai‘i Press
808-956-8830 tel
808-988-6052 fax
eweb@hawaii.edu

800-847-9736 tel
800-220-9895 fax
customerservice@sbookscan.com

t h e M i d d l e E a s t, a n d A f r i c a
Eurospan Group
c/o Turpin Distribution
+44 (0) 1767-604972 tel
+44 (0) 1767-601640 fax
eurospan@turpin-distribution.com
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Ordering and Shipping Books
O R DE RS
To order, call toll free 1-888-UHPRESS (847-7377), or 1-808-956-8255.
Fax toll free 1-800-650-7811, or 1-808-988-6052.
Toll free in North America only. Orders also accepted via email.
Please email your order to uhpbooks@hawaii.edu.
Orders must be accompanied by check or money order, or charged to MasterCard or
VISA. Please order at www.uhpress.hawaii.edu or send your order with check, money
order, original purchase order, or VISA/MasterCard information to:
University of Hawai‘i Press
Order Department
2840 Kolowalu Street
Honolulu, HI 96822-1888
For boo k se l l ers
All prices and discounts are subject to change without notice. Books with an “s” following their price are short discount; no “s” indicates trade discount. Payments by check
must be in U.S. dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank. Institutions and libraries must enclose a
signed original purchase order.
S HI P P I N G A N D H AN D L I N G
Shipping and handling for individuals—U.S. surface: Add $5.00 for the first book, $1.00
for each additional. Allow 2–6 weeks for delivery. U.S. air: $7.00 for the first book, $4.00
for each additional. Allow 7 days for delivery. Canada and Mexico: Add $10.00 for the
first book, $7.00 for each additional. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. Orders from
Canada, add 5% GST. All other countries: Add $10.00 for the first book, $10.00 for each
additional. Allow up to 4 weeks for delivery.
E X A M I N AT I O N A N D D E S K C O P IE S
For information and instructions, please go to:
http://uhpress.wordpress.com/policies/examination-and-desk-copies/

www.uhpress.hawaii.edu
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Comprehensive Author and Title Index
100 Thimbles in a Box
1943

Changes

45

Jacques de Coutre’s Singapore and Johor

18

1594–c.1625 43

Cui, Shuqin 15

46

ABC Dictionary of Ancient Japanese
Phonograms 31
Abe Experiment and Future of Japan
Abundance and Resilience
Adolphson, Mikael S.
Ahmad, Abu Talib

47

Cultivating Gender 44

Janowski, Monica

de Bary, Brett

Jennison, Rebecca 46

46

De Silva, Kihei 41

Kaeppler, Adrienne

Diaspora and Nation in the Indian Ocean 35 Kaho‘olawe

6

24

43

Anjin—the Real Life and Times of William
Adams, 1564–1620 47

1

41

Dodge, Ernest S. 41

Kam, Betty Lou

Dooley, James 5

Kanaka ‘Ōiwi Methodologies 9

End of Empire

Kawelu, Kathleen L. 8

Endicott, Kirk

Arohanui 39

44

44

1

Kendall, Laurel 10

42

Esherick, Joseph 46

Kent, Debbi 45

Essentials of Self-Cultivation 45

Kheng, Cheah Boon

Asianisms 42

Farewell Valley

Kim, Eunju 46

Astronomy’s Limitless Journey 2

Farrukhi, Asif 34

King Norodom’s Head 44

At Home and in the Field 38

Faure, Bernard

King, Victor T. 44

Ballah, Alok 34

Feng, Linda Rui 26

Banno, Junji 47

Field, Julie S. 6

Bargen, Doris G. 25

Finney, Suzanne S.

Bentley, John R. 31

The Fluid Pantheon 11

Bergstedt, Cecilia

Forging Islamic Power and Place 33

ASEAN Charter

Bertz, Ned

42

44

47
11

Kirch, Patrick Vinton 7
Koehler, Robert 45
Korea’s Great Buddhist-Confucian

38

Debate 29
A Korean Confucian Way of Life and
Thought 30

Frey, Marc 42

35

43

Korean Handicrafts

Bloom, Michelle E. 14

Fukumori, Naomi

Borschberg, Peter 43

A Garden of Marvels 12

Korean Wines & Spirits

Boswell, Steven W. 44

Gendered Bodies

Korea’s Historic Clans 45

Bradley, Francis R. 33

Geothermal Treasures 39

Krämer, Hans Martin 22

Brennan, Joseph 41

God Pictures in Korean Contexts 10

Kuleana and Commitment 8

Brose, Benjamin

Goscha, Christopher E. 37

Landgraf, Kapulani

Burchardi, Anne 44

Graves, Michael W. 6

Lee, Jennifer M. 47

Burdan, Andrew 39

Guobin, Yang 44

Legêne, Susan

Caldeira, Leah Pualaha‘ole 1

Hale, Christine A. 18

Levin, Wayne 41

Campany, Robert Ford 12

Hasinger, Günther

Like No Other 20

Catalogue of Tibetan Mandalas and Other

Hawaiian and Other Polynesian Gourds 41

Lovable Losers

Hellmich, Christina 1

Madinier, Remy 42

Heryanto, Ariel

Malaysia’s Original People 42

28

Images 44
Chandler, David P.

44

China’s Contested Internet
Choi, Boklim
Ch’o-ru, Im

46
15

2

43

Historical Dictionary of the Indochina War

44

(1945–1954) 37

45

Holt, John Dominis

47

Chung, Edward Y. J.
Clark, Hugh R. 27

Huia Publishers 39

Combs, Matthew

46

Husain, Intizar

Commons, Anne

24

Identity and Pleasure

Cosmology and Logic in the Dao of

Mapping Courtship and Kinship in Classical
Japan 25

34

Marae

43

Islam and Politics in Indonesia
14

32

39

Dictionary 41

45

In Spring the Dawn 46

Resource Management in Asia 42

24

Māori-Polynesian Comparative

Ho-sung, Choi

Contemporary Sino-French Cinemas

42

Māori Weaving 39

40, 41

City of Marvel and Transformation 26

Community, Commons and Natural

45

41

Manickam, Sandra Khor
Māori Carving

Ho‘oulu 40

30

45

39

McNally, Mark Thomas 20
42

Meariki

39

Isles of Amnesia 4

Meyer, Manulani Aluli 40

Itoh, Keiko 47

Mira, Kim 45
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a Young Westernized Oriental

Monarchy in Hawaii

40

Rose, Roger 1

Mostafanezhad, Mary

38

Royal Hawaiian Featherwork 1

Mountain Rats

Rubinger, Richard

45

Gentleman

42

Taming the Wild

47

32

Muller, A. Charles 29

Ryu, Youngju 17

Tan, Kevin Y. L.

Museums, History and Culture in

Salmoiraghi, Franco 41

Temple Stay 45

Saso, Michael 48

Thus Spoke Laozi 19

Malaysia 43
My Shanghai, 1942–46

Schrikker, Alicia

47

43

Touwen, Jeroen 43

43

Mystic, Shaman, Oracle, Priest 47

Sciban, Shu-ning 46

Translingual Narration 16

Nā Wahi Kapu o Maui 41

Scruggs, Bert Mittchell 16

Tregear, Edward 41

Nagano, Yoshiko

Seibold’s Daughter 47

Tuked Rini, Cosmic Traveller 44

Niue 1774–1974 36

Seng, Goh Poh

Ulrich, David

Nordholt, Henk Schulte 42

Seoul Selection Editorial Team 45

Unearthing the Polynesian Past 7

Oedipal God 13

Shahar, Meir 13

UNESCO in Southeast Asia

44

Of Whales and Dinosaurs 43

Shimaji Mokurai and the Reconcep-

Voices of Taiwanese Women

46

43

Oliveira, Katrina-Ann R. Kapā‘anaokalāokeola Nākoa

9

On Being Hawaiian
Paniolo 41

28

41

tion of Religion and the Secular in

Waimea Summer

Modern Japan 22

Weinstein, John 46

Sinitic Encounter in Southeast

40

Patrons and Patriarchs

42

41

Wen, Haiming 18

China through First Millennium

West, Michael J.

CE 27

Woon, Walter

3
42

Pearse-Otene, Helen 39

Sites, Bodies and Stories 42

Wright, Erin Kahunawaika‘ala

Peasant Robbers of Kedah,

A Sky Wonderful with Stars 3

Writers of the Winter Republic

Song, Geng

Wu, Charles Q.

19

Yamaguchi, Jirō

47

1900–1929 43

19

Pidhainy, Ihor 46

The Sound of Salt Forming

Pigliasco, Guido Carlo 38

Spakowsk, Nicolai 42

Pitelka, Morgan

Spectacular Accumulation

21

Pointer, Margaret

19

Yanagisawa, Haruka

State and Finance in the Philippines,

36

1898–1941 43

Portrait of a Suburbanite 46
Prime Dharma Master Daesan

45

Stewart, Frank

Yang, Qingxiang

19

Yasukuni Shrine 23
Yeonja, Lee 45

34

Promises and Predicaments 43

Still Hear the Wound 46

Yoon, Yul Soo 10

Protectors and Predators

Stockwin, Arthur 47

Yoshimura, Akira 47

Purwanto, Bambang
Rauzon, Mark J.

11

Story Is a Vagabond 34

42

Sunny Skies, Shady Characters

4

Reading Wang Wenxing

46

42

Yang, Jongsung 10

21

Young, Forrest Wade 38
5

Zaidi, Nishat 34

Suwalsky, Joan 45

Reeve, Rowland B. 41

Takenaka, Akiko 23

Rogers, Hiromi 47
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